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To my MOTHER and PATHER 

who taught me to love the Kralicka; 

"and that from a child..." 

   



THE BIBLE OF KRALICE 

I. Evolution of the Czech Bible. 

"...eL leave thee for thy heirloom the Book of God, 
the Holy Bible, which my sons translated from the ori- 
ginal languages (in which God had commanded it to be 
written) into the Czech with the utmost diligence (on 
which work a few learned men had spent fifteen years 
of labor)." 

= Comenius. 

When, as is recorded in the Gospel according to Saint 

Matthew, Christ raised wounded hands in blessing over His 

apostles before He ascended to the Father, He gave the con- 

mand to "teach all nations." When, as is recorded in the 

Book of Acts, the promised Paraclete was sent upon the apos- 

tles, they "began to speak with other tongues, as the Spirit 

gave them utterance." 

Since that time, dim centuries ago, men have taught all 

nations in other tongues; and the history of the appearance 

of the Word in the different languages of the human race is 

at the same time the history of the mission and expansion 
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of Christianity. When missionaries came to any new land, they 

translated the Bible into the language of the particular 

people among whom they intended to do their work. 

This was the case among the Slavs, too. ‘The mission- 

aries to the Slavs were two brothers, Cyril (Constantinus) i 

and aucies There had been mission work among the Slavs 

even before this; but this was carried on by Germans, who 

too often made their missionary efforts the vehicle for poli- 

tical expansionistic ouvelena As a consequence of ‘this, 

the Christian Prince Rastislav (846-870) sent a petition 

late in the year 862 to the Byzantine Imperor Michael IIL 

the Drunkard (856-867) asking him to send missionaries. who 

would preach the Gospel in the language of the people. It   seems that Rastislav wanted to prevent a German-Bulgar alli- 
3 

ance and used this method to carry out his plan. 

  

1. We discount, of course, the view advanced by "Nestor" 
and still met with in the romanticist press, that St. Paul 
was referring to Slav missions in Rom. 15:19, where he speaks 
of Illyricum, and 2 Tim. 4:10, where he speaks of Dalmatia. 
Cf. Albert Koppen, Die Kirchenordn und Disciplin der alten 
Hussitischen Bruderkirche in Bohmen, Mahren und Polen (l2.p- 

Zig, 1845), De 8. 
2. Germans themselves admit this fact today; one, at least, 

is quoted as saying: “mit dem deutschen Priester kam auch der 
deutsche Kolonist...so dasz von nun an Christianisierung und 
Germanisierung Hand in Hand gehen." Karl Schober, Die Deut- 
schen in Nieder= und Ober-Oesterreich, Sat uarbs Ste! ermark, 
Karnthen und Krain, p. 15, ,quoted in Joze téty, Neharite 
Tud_ MOj!, (Turiansky Svaty Martin, 1928), p. 2. 

-See the ve thorough discussiea by V. Ne Zlatarski, 
nyelcd Morava Bulharskg v IX. storoci{" in Jen Stanislav 
(ed.), Risa Velkomoravska (Second Edition; Praha, 1955), 
Ppp. 275=288, esp. pp. 282-85. 

  
 



Be all of that as it may, the result of the negotiations 

was that the Emperor Michael sent missionaries, Cyril and . 

Method. These men came to the Greater Moravian Empire in 

865. It is difficult to determine just how much of the 

Bible the brothers translated. Some claim that Cyril and 

iiethod provided their converts with the ontine Bible, which 

they translated either before they left their home or after 

they came to aca esaon On the basis of the meager existing 

evidence, however, it seems more reasonable to believe that 

their translation consisted merely of a lectionary, which. 

was a necessary adjunct to the Slavonic liturgy, and pro- 

bably a pualtonns 

Unfortunately, the translation by Cyril and Method has 

been lost. The only manuscripts which have come down to a, 

in the Glagolitic and the Cyrillic, are recensions, adapta- 

tions to the linguistic peculiarities of the particular Slavic 

land where they were rose eon Nevertheless, it may quite 

safely be said, taking into consideration the origin of the 

apostles, that the translation was based on the so-called 

  

4. So, for example, Pe Je Safarik, Slovanske Starogzitnosti 
(Praha, 1837), pp.. 811-12, and others. 

5. The entire question appears in Matthew Spinka, “Slavic 
Translations of the Scriptures", Journal of Religion, XIII, 
(1933), pp. 415-28; on the question of the extent of the trans- 
lation, cf. especially pp. 427-28. 

6. Ibid., De 4350. 
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Byzantine text ("Reichstext")---an assumption which subsequent 

religious history bears out. For in the years which followed, 

there was a close connection between Moravia and Byzantium in 

a religious as well as in a political sana. 

Further discussion of the translation by Cyril and Method 

would lead us too far afield. Their work is pertinent to the 

subject at hand only in that it was, as far as can be deter= 

mined, the first translation of the Scriptures to be used on 

Czechoslovak soil. There is no lineal relation between it and 

the translations which followed; for it was based on the ori- 

@inal Greek text of the New Testament and, most probably, on 

the Septuagint version of the Old Testament, while the later 

versions, like most medieval translations, follow the Wilgnteos 

From the Proto-Slavonic translation of the ninth century 

we must pass to the versions of the Bible which appeared during 

the fifteenth century. In Czechoslovakia, as in all of Europe, 

the intermittent period saw the reading of the Bible fall into 

disrepute; the people did not read the Bible because most of 

  

7. Fr. Dvornik, “Byzancia a Velka Morava" in Stanislav, op. 
cit., ppe 101-61. 

8. The interested reader may find additional material on 
the translation of Cyril and Method, as well as a discussion 
of the existing codices, in that enormous work, Caspzr Rene 
Gregory, Prolegomena to Tischendorf's Novum Testamentum Graece 
(Leipzig, sei), Lit, pp-e 1112-24. Gregory's catalogue is, 
as he states, founded on the prodigious research of the Czech 

scholar, Jozef Dobrovsky.



them did not read at all. Indeed, how could they read except 

some man should guide them? And there was none to guide them. 

But toward the close of the fourteenth century a movement 

arose in Bohemia which was to change all of this. The move- 

ment was, of course, Hussitism. The Hussite revolt, like the 

other religious reformations of the time, placed great empha- 

sis upon the Bible as the norm of faith and life. And when 

religious authority changed from the word of the Church and 

of the priest to the Word of God, an immediate necessity arose 

for versions of the Bible in the mother tongue. 

As a result, by the last quarter of the fourteenth cen= 

tury the entire Bible had been translated into Czech, though 

by various men at various times and in various places. ‘These 

different sections were combined by some unknown redactor--- 

Palacky claims it was Matthew of Janov---into more or less of 

a unit at the beginning of the fifteenth century. It seems 

true that this act stemmed from Matthew's intense biblicism, 

but establishing any direct participation in the putting to- 

gether of the fragments is impossible. The translation, as 

found in the redaction, is stiff and mechanical; and the re- 

dactor did. little to improve nen 

Subsequent Bible versions divide themselves more or 

less satisfactorily into two groups: those of the first recen- 

  

9. Jan Jakubec, Dejiny Literatury Geske (Praha, 1929), I, 
Pe 404.
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sion and those of the second recension. This division, which 

we have taken over from Dobrovsky, is not strictly chronolo- 

Sical. It is, rather, a classification according to certain 

characteristics which set the one off from the other. Bibles 

of the first recension contain many Latinisms, which the edi- 

tor did not remove in spite of the fact that some of the ex- 

pressions are unintelligible. Throughout this class the in- 

fluence of the Vulgate is apparent. Another quality which 

marks translations of the first recension is the appearance 

of an introduction before the Book of Genesis. The versions 

of the first recension, with the exception of the Leskovecka, 

the oldest member of the group, are arranged according to the 

Vulgate with regard to the sequence of the books. 

Oldest among this first group, as we have already men- 

tioned, is the Leskovecka, so called because it was preserved 

in the library of a wealthy family by that name. Because it 

later on found its way into the royal library at Dresden, it 

is also known as the Dresdensis. Dobrovsky dates it between 
10 é 

What Dobrovsky adjudged to be another part 1590 and 1410. 

of the same manuscript---a translation of Isaiah, Jeremiah, 

and Daniel---he found in the public library of Praha, whither 

it had come from the Jesuits in Krumlov. It must be counted 

  

10. Gregory, op. cit., pe 1127. 

 



as one of the tragedies of what we once called the Great War 

that the Leskovecka was destroyed in the sack of Louvain, 

Belgium, in 1914. It had been taken there for copying, but 

only a third of it remains, even in photostatic copy ianl 

Next in line comes a translation known variously as the 

gmrzi{kovska, Slavatovska, and Litoméricka. It takes its 

first name from the fact that John Hus! protector, Peter 

zmrzlil, ordered it prepared for him, as the inscription at 

the close attests: “Per Matthiam scriptorem, filium Jacobi de 

Praga. wi? It takes its last name from the fact that two sec- 

tions of it are---or, at least, were---in the episcopal lib- 

rary at Litomerice; the middle section is in the archives at 

Trebon. Perhaps related to the Zmrifkovska is a parchment 

manuscript which Canon Kittner found in Mikulova in 1857; it 

contains: the Gospels, the Acts, the Pauline Epistles, the 

Apocalypse; the Psalter (to Psalm 134), Proverbs, Ecclesias- 

tes, the Song of Songs; the Wisdom of Solomon and Ecclesias- 

ticus. At the close of the Apocalypse these words appear: 

"In the year one thousand four hundred and six after the 

birth of the Lord Jesus, on the Friday before the feast of 

the Lord's Baptism, this book of the life of the Lamb was 

completed." 
  

11. Jakubec, loc. cit. . 2 3 
12. Karel Sabina, iny literatury ceskoslovenske stare 

a_stredn{ doby (Preha, 1866), pe 590. i 

CONCORDIA SEMINARY 
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Among the Bibles of the first recension at least one 

more deserves mention. It is the Bible of Olomouc, completed 

in 1417, according to potsowaeeen It is interesting also 

because of the miniatures and illustrations which adorn it. 

Apparently there were artists in Bohemia who devoted then- 

selves to the art of illumination, which had reached its 

summit in the Middle Ages; this is obvious from the fact 

that the instructions to the artists are still ecuatesgs 

So much for the Bibles of the first recension. It may 

be well to list the characteristics of the second group. As 

we have observed, the classification is on the basis of cer- 

tein distinctive qualities. Whereas the Bibles of the first 

recension contain Latinisms and other archaic expressions, 

in the second group there are neologisms and some revisions. 

The introduction of new words is, of course, due to the fact 

that many new words and phrases replaced those in the old 

versions which had become euaceaes The revisions, on the 

other hand, came about as the direct result of the Hussite 

movement. ‘The versions of the first recension had been sla- 

vishly faithful to the Vulgate; and when controversy arosc, 

  

13. Gregory, e Git., pe 1127. 
14. For an Antaeectine discussion of Czech religious art 

in the service of polemics, see Hans Preusz, Die Vorstellungen 
vom Antichrist im spateren Mittelalter, bei Luther der 
konfessionellen Polemik (Leipzig, 1996), pp. 67-75, Plates 4-5. 

15. For exemple, in place of pop". the Russian word for 
priest", the more familiar "knes" appears; "nepritel" replaces 
the older "vrah" etc. dJakubec, op. cit., p. 406.



the Hussites had to get at the true meaning of the passage in 

question. In addition, they wanted to make the Bible under= 

standable to the common people. 

And so versions of the second recension do not measure 

up to those of the first in importance: they are neither ori- 

ginals nor thorough revisions. WNevertheless, a few of them 

at least deserve notice. Significant from the standpoint of 

age is the Boskovicka, which dates from c. 1420. Another mem- 

ber of this class is the Taborska, a parchment manuscript 

which the Jesuit historian, Balbinus, in his Bohemia Docta. 

attributed to a miller-woman of the Taborite party; there is 

little foundation for this view, and its origin probably lies 

in the reference by Aeneas Sylvius Piccolomini (later Pope 

Pius IL) to the knowledge of the Bible among the Taborites, 

also among the chet 

Two other Bibles of the second recension are noteworthy 

more for their connection with Gzech religious history than 

for any intrinsic merit. The first of these is the Paderovska, 

which owes its name’to an inscription at the close of the New 

Testament; “This Bible was completed with the help of God and 

toward the leoreadine of His holy Law, through the order and 

publication of that erudite aa solicitous men, Philip of Po- 

  

16. Cf. the discussion of the literature on this as well 
as on the other versions in Jakubec, op. cit., pp. 408-12.
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17 
derov, called Aliaps." Historically this version is signi- 

ficant and interesting because it later on belonged to Karl 

of Zerotin. He it was who protected the famous bishop of the 

Unitas Fratrum, John Amos Comenius, during the latter's exile 

in the apes Also interosting, in a somewhat different 

way, is the Safhauska, which, despite its apparently German 

name, is a transcription from an older Czech Bible originat- 

ing ce. 1450-70. Its significance lies in the claim, which 

even Dobrovsky advanced at first, that it was put together 

by John Hus ieee 7 Later research, however, has quite 

thoroughly established that Hus had no part in the transla-= 

tion of the Safhauska, Poe. that it was the work of a Hussite 

about a generation later. 

  

17. Sabina, op. cite, pp. 745-46. 
18. Comenius dedicated his great allegory, The Labyrinth 

of the World and the Paradise of the Heart iE o“the Tiustrious 
and truly noble Lord, LORD CHARLES, BARON OF ZEROTIN" (Lutzow 
Hditions; New York, 1901), p. 535. On Comenius! stay at Karl's 
estate in Brandeis (Orlice), where he wrote the work, see Count 
Lutzow's “Introduction", pp. 354-38. 

19. Those who hold to this view derive it presumably from 
a statement by Frantisek Palacky, still the outstanding his- 
torian of the Hussite period. Palacky wrote: "The whole Bible 
had been translated into Czech already in the fourteenth cen=- 
tury by an unnamed author, probably Matthuw of Janov; Hus, how- 
ever, assuming the revision of the entire work, corrected that 
translation, as is proven by examples from his age written in 
his method of rhetoric." Dejiny Narodu Ceskeho (Praha, 1921), 
Book XI, Article 3. 

2Q. I base my views on the convincing argumentation of 
Jirecek, “Rozbor prvotniho ceskeho prekladu Starého zakona", 
Gasopis Musea kralowstvi ceskeho, XIX (1872), pp. 385 ff.
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Because the division of the manuscript Bibles into these 

two classes came after rather than before their composition, | 

not all the versions lend themselves entirely to what some 

people call “pigeon-holing." They fall into neither cate- 

gory of recensions. ‘The outstanding Czech Bible of this 

unclassified class is the Enaugzska, truly an aeeeee its 

genesis is also quite unique; for it originated in the Yugo- 

Slav cloister of Emmaus which the Imperor Charles IV (13546- 

1378) had set aside in Prague. ‘These monks held services in 

the Czech tongue even before the Hussite movement began, and 

after the first tumults of the revolt in 1409 they came over 

voluntarily to the Hussite camp. ne 

With these versions, plus others which were largely co- 

pies of them, the people of Bohemia had to content themselves 

until the first printed Bible appeared. This happened in 

1488, when several men in the old city of Praha published a 

Bible "to the honor and glory of Soc to the good and ho- 

norable crown of the Czech nation." In the introduction 

  

21. “Codex Pragensis in monasterio Banai anno 1416 lit- 
teris Glagoliticis scriptus medium inter utramque recensio- 
nem tenet." Gregory, ope cit., p. 1127. 

22. Jakubec, Ope Cites De 405. 

23. Quoted from the note after the Book of Revelation in 
Jan Theophil Elsner, "gprawa hystorycka o rozlicnygh a rogdji- 
nych wydanjch Jako cele Bibli swate, tak tez y noweho zwlass 

Zakona Pane od gasu k Gasu na swetlo wysslych" (Berlin, 1766), 
pe 4. The "Zprawa" is the historical introduction to a Bible 
which Elsner published while he was pastor of the Czech church 

in Berlin. 
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to the Psalter the writer states that he used Jerome's trans- 

lation of the original, differing from the wngwcate The 

-fourth book of Esdras and the third book of the iiaccabees do 

not appear in this translution; but what is perhaps most note- 

worthy is the fact that the Psalms, in this edition as well 

as in all the subsequent ones until those published by the 

Varty pane arranged according to the numbering of the Septua- 

gint. 

This was in 1488. The following year another edition of 

the Bible appeared, this time printed on Kutna hora, hence 

called the Kutnohorska. ‘The format is smell folio, and St. 

Jerome's preface is prefixed to ie: tt In 1506 the most impor- 

tant Bible of the pre-Kralicka group came out in Venice. it 

was the Benatska, which was supposed by some to have been the 

first printed Czech pinenes The reason for this misunder- 

standing is probably the fact that the 1615 edition of the 

  

24.. Quoted in Sabina, op. cit., n. 746. 
25. That is, from Psalm 9 to Psalm 147 this edition is one 

number behind tho standard Hebrew text. This is due to certain 
variations in the manuscripts of the Hebrew and the LXX. The 
whole matter is pithily end adequately discussed by Henry Bar- 
ton Swete in an Introduction to the Old ‘estament in Greek 
revised by Ri sden ey (Canbridzge, PP. 9-40. 

26. This material, as well as most of that which follows on 
the pre-Kralicka printed Bibles, I have taken over from Elsner, 
on. cit., pp. 5-8, as well as from his equally antiquated Ver- 
‘Such einer bohnischen Bibel-Geschichte (Halle, 1765), pp. i8- 
56. 

27. So Somenius in his Historia fratrum Bohemicorum, s. 69.
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Kralicka lists the Benatska as the first Czech Bible; this 

view is, however, controverted by a reference in the preface 

to the Benatska which mentions and criticizes the previous 

editions. instrumental in the publication of this version 

were primarily three citizens of Praha, Jan Hlavsa, Vaclav 

Sova, and Buryan Lazar. 

The next two editions of the Czech Bible were both pub- 

lished by Pavel Sever yn cun gratia et priullegio regiae majes- 

tatis. The first of these was put out in 1529. A section of 

the preface gives such a good picture of the conditions in 

the Czech nation at that time that we quote it in full: 

Although the Scriptures of the Law of God have 
been made known to other nations, still by the gift 
of God Almighty and His special grace, they have 
been announced to the nation of the Czech tongue 
more abundantly and with a more perfect understand- 
ing of the truth, for frequent reading, hearing, 
discussion, and meditation in the Law of tie Lord. 
And therefore old and faithful Czechs, learned in 
the Law of the Lord and gifted by the Lord God with 
a special understanding of His Word, have heroically 
defended the faith and the truth of God not only at 
home among their own people, but also in the midst 
of foreign nations. 

Eight years later, in 1537, the same man printed another edi- 

tion of the Bible, differing from that of 1529 in that it 

has summaries in the margin and in the illiuminations of the 

Gospels and Epistles. 

Practically every succeeding decade saw a new printing 

of the Bitle. ‘he city of Nurnberg produced the next one in
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1540. The publisher was Helichar Roberger, a citizen of that 

city. Comenius maintains that two Bibles appeared in Nurn-   berg; and this is quite possible since the Pentateuch was 

published in the following year apparently intended as the 

first volume of a projected Bible. ) 

Four Bibles were yet to see the light of day before the 

Kralicka. All four of them owed their existence to a consec- 

rated man, Jirf{ Melantrych Rozdialovsky. On the Thursday 

before Falm Sunday in the year 1549, a large folio edition 

of the Gzech Bible was dedicated to Maximilian Ii, who had 

not as yet, however, been crowned King of Bohemia. Appended 

to this edition is a description of Paul's missionary jour- 

neys with appropriate tables of the approximate years in 

which the journeys took place. Also appended is a concor= 

dance and outline of the Biblical books. 

Maximilian II was the recipient of the dedication of 

the next Bible, which Jirf printed in 1556. In some copies 

of this edition his name is siti Helantrych z Aventyna, and 

aa it appears in subsequent editions. His son-in-law, Samuel 

Adem of Veleslavin, was responsible for other editions of 

the Bible lates on and may have taken part in the publica- 

tion of some of these as well. Jirf dedicated his third 

Bible to Maximilian II, just as he had the other two; this 

Bible cane out in 1570 and was adorned with illuminations.
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In his last edition, that of 1577, Jir{ pays tribute to 

his new ruler, Rudolph If; in some copies, the dedication is 

in Latin, in others in Czech. As Elsner says, "With his four 

editions of the Holy Bible Melantrych certainiy helped his 

countrymen considerably, und I suppose he had no harm out of 

it himself. May his memory be blessed among the Gzechs." 

Such were, then, the translations of the Bible which pre- 

ceded the Bible of Kralice. For the sake of completeness, it 

is peabable im place at least to list the chief translations 

cf the New Testament alone. The main manuscripts have al- 

ready been mentioned in our discussion of manuscript Bibles; 

there remain only the printed New outa cee 

In the fifteenth century, as we have mentioned, there 

were two editions of the entire Bible; but the New Testament 

did not come out separately. In the sixteenth century, how- 

ever, ten editions of the whole Bible and twenty-one of the 

New Testament were published. These were the New Testaments 

of: 1513, 1518, 1525, 1527, 1535 (translated from the Latin 

of Erasmus! text by Benes Gptat; the most significant of the 

group because of its later influence), 1554, 1558 (two edi- 

tions were published this year, one in Nurnberg, one in Praha), 

  

28. These ave listed in Elsner, "Zprawa", pp. 12-15, and in 
his Versuch, pp. 74-81. There is room for san intensive study 
of the Gzech Hew Testsments which sppesred in the sixteenth 
century before 1564, the date of Blahoslav's great work. 
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1542 (also based on Erasmus), 1545, 1549, 1555, 1558 (put out 

by Jiri Melantrych), and 1563. 

To one New Testament we should devote special attention, 

namely, to the translation by Jan Blahoslav in 1564; for not 

only was it an epochal work in the histury of Czech litera- 

ture, but at the same time it gave an iinpetus to the trans- 

lation of the Bible know as the Bible of Kralice, forming 

essentially its last volume. 

Jan Blehoslav was born in Prerov, Moravia, February 27, 

1523. After a year at the Latin School of Trotzendorf in 

Silesia, the Unity sent him in 1544 to Wittenberg. Here he 

attended Luther's lectures; and in later days he spoke of 

Luther, together with Jan Augusta, called "the Czech Luther", 

in a laudatory way, saying: "I have never heard two preachers 

who were so zealous 2nd so much alike in those cuiveanien In 

1550 he was consecrated, and the Synod of the Unity in 1557 

made him bishop. Two years before this he had visited the 

great theologian, Matthias Flacius Illyricus, who was Slavic 
30 

in origin. fim addition to his translation of the New 

  

29. Grammatika, p. 288, quoted by J&n Drobny, "K jubileu 
Kralicke in Cirkevne Listy, XLIII (1929), p. 258. On Blaho- 
slav and Augusta cf. Otakar Odlozilik, "Two Reformation Lead- 
ers of the Unitas, Fratrum", Church History, JX (1940), 255-65. . 

5Q. Jan V. Novak and Arne Novak, Pr edne Dejiny Literatur 
Seske (Olomouc, 4922), p. 59. See algo Be Penge "Styky Jed- 
noty Bratov Geskych 8s Flacion a Laskym" in his Viera a Veda 
(Liptovsky Svaty Mikulas, 1911), pp. 241-86. Strangely, W. 
Preger in his Matthias Flacius Illyricus und seine Zeit (Er- 
langen, 1859-1861) does not seem to refer to the incident.
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Testament, already mentioned, Blahoslav wrote a grammar of the 

Czech language as « guide to future translatces of the Bible, 

a "Kancional" (hymnal), and ma have continued the archives 

of the Unity. 

The translation of the New Testanert into Czech by Jan 

Blahosilav is a landmark in @zech history. Previous transla- 

tions could hardly have been termed adequate; and so, when 

the representatives of the Unity asked Blahoslayv to prepare 

a new translation, he was willing to do so. It would have 

been hard to pick a more qualified man. In addition to Lu- 

ther's translations of the New Testament, with which he no 

Goubt became acquainted while at Wittenberg, Blahoslav knew 

the work of Erasmus, Beza, Castalio, and others. Castalio 

he held up as an example because he said "I do not understand 

this passage" when the meaning of some verse in Scripture was 

obscure to has What Blehoslav liked most about Beza's 

translation wes the latter's very discriminating use of syn- 

Baccano But probably the greatest single force operating on 

Blahoslayvy in his transiati on of the New Testament was the 

great Dutch humanist, Erasmus of Rotterdem. His Novuin instru- 

  

Sl. On Castalio (or Castellio) see Alexander Schweizer, 
Die Protestantischen Centraldogmen in ihrer Entwick). inner= 
halb der reformierten Kirche (Zurich, 1064), 1, pp. Sog=oG. 
From Gastalio's Socinian views one should not conclude, how- 
ever, that Blahoslav held a similar view in his doctrinal po- 
sitions; quite the opposite was in fact the case. 

32. For Beza see Schweizer, op. cit., pp. 356-74, where 
his relation to Castalio's doctrine is taken up in detail.
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mentum _omne, diligenter ab Erasmo Kot. recognitum et emendatum, 

published in February of 1516, had created auite a stir in va-e 

rious cireles. It influenced Blahoslayv's translation of the 

New Testament; one example for the present: the famous "comma 

Johanneum" (1 John 5:7), rendered in the Authorized Version 

as "For there are three that bear record in heaven, the Father, 

the Word, and the Holy Ghost; and these three are one", was 

rejected in the first edition of Erasmus! text as an obvious 

later gloss or ieee Blshoslayv included the text 

in brackets and added the marginal comment: "This is not in 

the Greek Saaseickeatct 

Blahoslav's translation of the New Testament is important 

for severel reasons. For one thing, he introduced in it the 

versification of Theodore Bega and added euccinct comments 

on the more difficult vasseger. For Blahoslav the most im- 

portant book of the New Testanent wes Paul's Epistle te the 

Romans, as is evidenced by the fect that this book has the 

most beautiful illuminations. And, as we have already men- 

  

33. For a discussion of this text see any of the standard 
editions of the Greek New Testament, such as Westcott -Hort, 
Nestle, Tischendorf, Weiss sub loco. Cf. also the somewhat 
negative, but interesting comments of Edward Gibbon, The 
Decline and Fall of the Roman Mmpire (Modern Library Edition), 
II, Ch. 34, notes 115-117. 

34. These references by Blahoslgv to earlier editorg are 
collected in Josef Sasha, “Kralicka bible, vliv a dilezitost 

jeii v literature Geske" in Gasopis Musea kralovstvi ceského, 
LII (1905), pp. ‘255-54.
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tioned, the translation by Blahoslav was essentially incorpo- 

rated into the Kralicka as its New Testament. 

Of this translation of the New Testament Karafiat says: 

It has been maintained that Luther's translation 
of the Holy Scriptures is inspired, or, tc put it in 
biblical language, that Luther was moved by the Holy 
Ghost when he translated the Scriptures. Be that as 
it may. We cannot think of a more qualified man for 
the translation of the New Testament into Czegh in 
the sixteenth century than our own Blahoslav. 

Blahoslav's New Testament gave the impulse to the Breth- 

ren for a complete Bible. But Blahoslav, as though knowing 

that he was soon to die, devoted his. time rather to his gram- 

mar, wiich was to serve as a paragon for further work in the 

translation of the Bible. The men who finally did supervise 

and execute the translation of the entire Bible were men of 

no mean scholarly ability,’ known outside their native land, 

and most of them ranking officials of the Unity. 

Ondrej (Andrew) Stefan succeeded Blahoslav as bishop of 

the Unity. At first the task of editing the New Bible fell 

upon him; but the removal of the Unity's printery from Ivan- 

Gice, his station, to Kralice, and ultimately his death made 

others responsible for the task. He died on July 21, 1577, 

a year after the publication of his memorable Kancional. 

  

, o5e Jan Karafiat, Rozbor Kralického Noveho zakona co do 
Preoi_a prekladu (Praha, 18768), p.



After Stefan's death it became the duty of Jan ineas, 

who took his place, to supervise the publication of the Czech 

Scriptures. lmeas had studied in Wittenberg 1565-1568 and’ was 

bishop of the Unity of Brethren throughout the publication of 

the Kralicka. During his lifetime he also engaged in a contro- 

versy about the baptism of children, 

In 1578 the Unity moved its printery from Ivancice to 

Kralice, and Isaias Cibulka (Caepolla) received the job of 

correcting the manuscript and proofs. He, too, had studied 

at the University of Wittenberg, it is claimed; at least, 

he had much to do with the publication of the Confessio 

Bohemica in Wittenberg 1572-1575. 
  

A significant role in the translation of the Bible into 

Czech was taken by Jirt Stryc. He was one of the leaders of 

the Calvinistic party in the Unity; in keeping with this, he 

translated the Psalms into metric form suitable for use in 

the service. Because of the similarity between these Psalms 

and the translation of the Kralicka, it is generally assumed 

that he was responsible for this as well. Stryc it was who 

translated into Czech John Calvin's Institutes of the Chris- 

tian Religion, first published in Latin and later in French. 

Because some of the Brethren accused him of excessive Calvin- 

istic tendencies, he did not append his name to the transla- 

tions instead, he merely gave the letter V ("Vetter", which
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is the approximate German translation of the Czech word "stryo", 

meaning practically any male relative). 

The influence of wide linguistic training was brought to 

bear upon the Kralicka by Jan Effreim. He had studied at Hei- 

delberg, and was the leading Bishop of the Unity 1599-1600. 

He is said to have been of a very mild disposition, a typical 

quiet and unassuming scholar. ; 

Also a product of Heidelberg was Jan Capito. He was pro- 

minent in the field of practical church work and published a 

book of sermons ("postilla") in 1586, reprinted in 1615. He 

died in Trebic, where he had been pastor, in the year 1589. 

Interesting from ensther point of view is Pavel Jesensky. 

He was a Slovak, probably some relative of the great rector of 

the University of Praha, Jan Jesensky. From 1588 he was bishop 

of the Unity, and he is remembered by contemporary writers as 

"a great man, -powerful in word and in deed, learned, pious, 

quick to answer, and very eloquent." 

Feeling themselves inadequately prepared for so large 

and responsible a task as translating the Bible, these men 

called in for consultation and assistance two able scholars. 

Prominent among them was Mikulas Albrecht 2 Kamenka. He was 

not a member of the Unity, but a Lutheran, having received 

his degree in theology in 1571 at Wittenberg. He was a his- 

torian, an educator, the author of a book of sermons and of
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a Kancional. He did not live to see the publication of the 

Kralicka, for he passed to his reward on July 21, 1577. of 

his daughter it is said that she spoke Czech, German, Latin, 

Greek, and Hebrew so well that it was difficult to determine 

which language she knew bests so at least Balbin reports. 

The other man whom the Unity called in was Lukas Helic. 

He was a Jew and well versed in the lsnguage of the Old Tes- 

tament. He said of himself: "according to the body, a Jew of 

Jews, but by the grace of God according to faith a Christian 

through Christ, the Messiah, whom God anointed; brought up in 

the Unity from the year 1564." Unfortunately, personal diffi- 

culties and controversies forced his resignation in 1594, 

These men undertook the translation of the Bible, parti- 

cularly the Old Testament, into Czech. In their translations 

they naturally employed the work of those who had gone before 

them, not only the translations into Czech, but the standard 

versions in other languages as well. They frequently commented 

on the difference between their rendition of a particular pas- 

sage and the translation in one or another of the oS eect 

What text formed the basis for the translation? For the 

New Testament, as has already been mentioned, Erasmus! edition 

  

36. The variations are noted and some of them are listed in 
Smaha, op. cite, pp. 258-59. Jt was fran Smehats article, pp. 
255-57, as well as from Drobny, op. cit., pp. 259-60, that I 
collected the biographical material assembled above.
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of the New Testament in Greek with on interlinear Latin trans- 

lation served as the original; this was, for its time, the best 

available edition of the Greek New Testament. In the Old Tes- 

tement, too, a valuable and authoritative edition of the Heb- 

rew was taken as a guide. This was the Antwerp Polyglot, the 

so-called Biblia regia, which was prepared by Benedict Arius 

Montanus and other scholars with the support of King Philip iL 

of Spain. It appeared in eight folio volumes from 1565 to 

1572. ‘The first four volumes contained the original Hebrew 

Old Testament, the Vulgate, tho Septuagint with a Latin trans- 

lation, the Chaldean Targums for the entire Old Festenent ex= . 

cepting Daniel, Ezra, Nehemiah, and Chronicles. The fifth vol- 

ume had the New Testament, the Syriac Peshito with a Latin 

translation, and the Greek text. ‘In the next two volumes there 

were the Hebrew lexicon of Santes Pagninus, the, S;rrian-Chaldean 

lexicon of La Fevre de la Bodeire, a Syriac grammar by Masisus, 

a Greek lexicon ana grammar, archacologicsl studies, snd much 

philological end critical material. ‘he Hebrew and Greek ori- 

ginals (not the Apocrypha) with an interLinear Latin version 

follow. Of this monumental and magnificent work iere are 

still some copies extant, one parchment in the Vatican library, 
37 

one parchment in the British Museum , and one copy in the 

  

37. This material is neatly collected by Eberhard Nestle 
in the second part of his article "Polyglottenbibeln" in A. 
Hauclk's Realencyklopadie fur protestantische Theologie und
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Swift Holl library of the Divinity School of the University of 

Chicago, whore I had an opportunity to examine it. 

Certainly a wealth of material and scholarship! And, as 

a study of the Kralicka shows, the translators used this ma= 

terial to very good advantage in their rendition of the Scrip= 

tures. ‘The first volume of the Kralicka, containing the Penta- 

teuch, came out in 1579. In spite of the fact that Rudolph IT 

forbade the printing of any more Bibles, the Brethren put out 

Volume If (Joshua to Esther) the following year. A year Later, 

in 1581, the third volume appeareds in it were the so-called 

postical books, Job, Psalms, Proverbs, Ecclesiastices, ond the 

Song of Songs. SBecause of Cibulka's premature death on August 

24, 1582, the fourth volume, which completed the 01d Testsment, 

did not see the light of day untll 1587. ‘The Apocrypha anpeared 

as the fifth volume in 1588. a With the publication of the New 

Testament in 1595, the Sestidflka (Sest, six; dilo, volume) was 

completed. 

  

Kirche (Leipzig, 1904), XV, ppe 551-52... See also his Einfuhr- 
ung in das Prisehiachs Neve Testament (Gottingen, 1897); pp. Le- 
il, aS well as Gregory, Ope Gite, iil, pp. 215-16. 

58. Tho Apocrypha have slways been held in high regard among 
the Czechs, as indeed wherever the conservative Reformation 
held sway. With Luther, the Brethron regarded the Apocrypha as 
"books which: are not to be regarded as equal to the Holy Scrip- 
tures, but which are still useful and good reading." It was 
only the Council of Trent which in its Fourth Session on April 
18, 1546, declared them to be equal with the canonical books.
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This monument of pious devotion and theological scholar= 

shin was the climax of the evolution of the Czech Bible. It 

was a great distance away from the slavish renderings of the 

Vulgate which had begun that evolution. But one thing was the 

same; the love of the Scriptures and the desire for as clear 

_an understanding of them as possible which motivated all the 

translations, 

Much more could be said about the Kralicka; some little 

will yet be said, But here we would quote the preface to the 

Sestiaflkea, for the sake of completeness as well as to illus- 

trate the spirit of. the men to whose geal the Czechoslovak 

nation oves such a debt for the Bible of Kralice. This is a 
59 

part of the preface: 

To the priests and principals of the people of 
God, to those who serve God among His people in the 
Czech tongue, Greetings. 

Since all the sctivity of faithful servants of 
the Church, of the Brethren, and of the Lord's 
servants should be governed by ths certain will of 

God revealed in His Word, there is a necessity for 
a text of the Holy Scriptures so interpreted and 
translated that it is understandable. ‘This has been 
the concern of muny for a long time, to translate 

and publish the books of the Law of God for univer- 

sal use in our Czech tongue as well as possible; at 

this tasit one after another has worked, as God has 

granted His gifts. 

  

39.. Quoted by Josef Rizicka in the "Predmluva" to the 1863 
edition of the Gzech Bible, pp. xiii-xiv. ‘The same “Predmluva" 

was reprinted in Cirkevni Listy, I (1864).
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But when God called us to the pistoral office and 
placed us in His Church, the desire was often ex- 
pressed that we do what we can; considering it a mat-= 
ter obligatory for us and useful to others, we ad= 
dressed ourselves to the task snd, selecting capable 
men from our midst, we committed the translation of 
the Holy Scriptures to them. ‘Taking this upon then- 
solves for the glory of God and the betterment of 
their neighbor, they have worked faithfully and to 
the best of their ability; ond God has blessed their 
Worke sce 

And we dedicate this work of ours first of all to 
the glory and honor of the wise and eternal God Him- 
self, who has selected us as His servants and has com- 
mitted unto us His ‘Jord of reconciliation.... 

The blessing of God be upon all things---this we 
wish you and all pious people who may come to use this 
our work. And thus we commit ourselves and you and 
all creation tc the continued grace and protection of 
God. 

a
o
a
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II. With Other Translations Diligently Compared. * 

“There are but few nations which may hear the holy 
prophets and apostles speak so truly, pitifily, and 
clearly in their om language." 

=- Comenius. 

An entirely adequate translation of any piece of litera- 

ture is probably impossible. "Traduttori traditori"---trans- 

lators are traitors---says an Italian proverb. And to some 

extent this ils true. More and more people are finding this 

out today as they are forced to work in two or more tongues, 

Especially does this axiom apply to any masterpiece: for 

in a work like Faust or Hamlet, charged with emotion and with 

thought content, difficulties present themselves which do 

not in the same degree confront a person who wants to trans= 

late Caesar's De Bollo Gallico. Determining the meaning of a 

passage in Goethe's Faust and then rendering it in English is 

no easy task, as anyone who has tried it can testify. 

But the most difficult book of all to translate is the 

Bible. There are various reesons for this. The faith that 

the Bible mediates God's revelation to men will prompt a per- 

son, on the one hand, to expend every effort toward ascertain- 

ing the real meaning of the sacred text and toward rendering 

that meaning as faithfully as possible in his own language.



  

On the other hand, however, his own religious ideas will play 

a greater part in his work than 1f he were translating Homer 

or Hesiod. 

Yet another factor comes into consideration; it was ex- 

pressed by the apostle in the words, “we have this treasure 

in earthen vessels, that the excellency of the power may be 

of God, and not of us." In other words, the truths expressed 

in the Word sre transcendent; and as a result, any attempt to 

express them in the terms of huwaan speech must of necessity 

fall short of perfection. 

Nevertheless, men have tried to translate the Bible, 

with varying degrees of SUCCESS. The degree of success is 

proportionate to the extent to which the translators over- 

came the difficulties of Bible translation. And so a presen= 

tuition of these difficulties, with illustrations from the. 

standard translations and from the Kralicka, should serve to 

bring out the character and quality of the Bible of Kralice. 

For the purposes of this study I have compared the Kra- 

licka with the Septuagint, the Vulgate, Luther's translation, 

and the Authorized vernicate 

  

1. I am fortunate in having at my disposal the Polyglotten- 
bibel zum praktischen Handgebrauch, edited by Re er an 
IK. Ge We Theile (Leipzig, 1875-1855). It contains the original 
text of the whole Bible (in the New Testament the Textus Re- 
ceptus of Erasmus), plus the Sentuagint, the Vulgate, and Lu- 
ther's translation in parallel columnse 
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What difficulties confront a prospective translator of 

the Bible? ‘The first is the problom of determining the toxt 

or the original; this is the textual or lower criticism of 

the Bible. For the translators of the Kralicka, this problem 

was virtually non-existent, since they by and Large adopted 

the readings given in Hrasmus! editions of the New Testament. 

Rut even when one has what he thinks is the true origi- 

nal text, he is still far from a translation. A translation 

of the Bible from the original presents essentially two dif- 

ficulties, or, rather, two groups of difficulties: determin-= 

ing the meaning of the original, and rendering that meaning 

as sdequately as possible. 

[It is not at all simple to determine the true meaning of 

a Hebrew or Greek passage. First, one must vind out for him- 

self what he individusl words mean, a task in itself. it is, 

of course, 28n easy matter to go t2 a lexicon or dictionary and 

to find there the "meaning" of a word; but this is only the 

meaning as a particular authority sees it, and authorities 

are noted for their variations. 

Some @orda in the Bible simply defy the lexicographer. 

One outstanding example is the famous ST? 2 3 it occurs 735 

times in the Psalms, and also in Habakkuk 535,9,15. Still 

4t is virtually impossible to fix its real meaning. ‘The LAX 

translated it Araypadpa "g variation of the voice"; Jerome 

.
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did not even bother to do anything with 1t. The Kralicka, with 

Luther ond the A. ¥Y., Simply transliterates “Selsh." 

More serious and significant are the words Ding and 45% Se 

The Hebrew 24eW has always been a puzzle to translators, and 

no two of them render it alike. In the XX, 249 W is generally 

translated i Sn 5, "the abode of the dead.” ‘The Vulgate, too, 

is rather consistent in rendering "inferni", the only varia- 

tion being that sonetimes the singular “infernus" appears. 

Hut apparently the translators of the Authorized Yersion did 

not interpret YiNw in the same way that Luther did in each 

cases and the Kralicka disagrees with both of them. ‘The word 

occurs 65 times in the Old Testament; and Luther translated 

it “HOlle* in all but four places: Gen. 57:55; 42:58; 44329, 

SL, where the translation "Grube” occurs. ‘The translators of 

our English Bible, whether for theological or oo meee rea- 

sons, translate MU as “hell" in 31 passages” and as "grave" 

in 31 passages , the remaining three instances being rendered 
& 

as "oit". 
  

2. Deut. 52:22; 2 Sam. 22363 Job 11:8; 26:63 Ps. 9:17; 16:10; 
18:53 55:153 86:13; 116333 13938; Prov. 5:53 73273" $316; 153113 
15:24; 253 14; 273203 Is. 53143 14:93 14:15; 253153 57393 Bzee 
Sls 16; 313173 523213 323273 Amos 93:23 Jon. 2:23 Hab. 2356 

S- Gen. 373353 423583; 4432593 44331: 1 Sam. 2:63 1 Kings 2363 
239: Job 7393 14313; 173133 21:13; 243193 Ps. 6353 503353 312173 
49314 (twice); 492153 88:5; 89348; 14137; Fro. 1: 12; 503163 

Eee. 93103 Song of Songs 8:63 Ise 14:11; 58:10; 38315; Wze. 

31:15: Hos. 15:14 (twice). 
4 Num. 16:50; 16:53; Job 17:16.
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And the Kralicka presents an interesting set of variations 

from any of the other translations. ‘239 Ui is translated "hropb" 

("grave") nes instances ; it appears as "peklo" ("hell") in 

17 passages. The remaining three are divided between "jama" 

("pit") and "propast", a word translated best as vayaetes 

Even a cursory examination of these lists reveals that the 

translators of the A. V. and the translators of the Bible of 

Kralice disagree on the meaning of By ww in many passages; 

it is not easye--in fact, our own study would tend to regard 

it as impossible---to determine what principles the various 

translators followed in laying down the signification of the 

Hebrew word 7439 e Two generalizations may, however, be i 

dravmm. For one thing, both versions translate the word 24N UW 

as either "grave" or "hell" in all but three instances; but 

the instances are entirely different. Again, while the A. V. 

varies between "hell" and "grave" in that beautiful and crucial 

  

5. Gen. 373553 42:58; 44:29; 443513 1 Sam, 2363 2 Sam. 22:6; 
1 Kings 2:63 2:93 Job 7:93 14:15; 17363 17315; 21315; 243193 
Ps. 635; 1835; 51317; 49:14 (twice); 49:15; 55:15; 68:5; 89348; 
11633; 159:8; 14137; Prov. 1:12; 535; 7:27; 9:18; 25:14; Ecc. 
9:10; Song of Songs 8:6; Is. 38:10; 38:18; 5739; Eze. 51:15; 
31:16; 313173; 52:21; 32:27; Hos. 15:14 (twine): Amos 9:2; Jon. 232. 

6. Num, 16:50; 16:33; Deut. 52:22; Job 1198; Ps. 9:17; 16310; 
3033; Prov. 15:11; 15:24; 30:16; Is. 5:14; 41439; 14:11; 143153 
28315; 28318; Hab. 235. 

7. Ps. 86:15. 
8. Job 2636; Prov. 27:20. It is interesting to note that the 

word “propast" is used in Gen. 1:2 to translate the Hebrew word. 

UisTS.
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passage, Ezekiel 31:15-17, the Kralicka consistently renders 

"hrob" throughout the Book of Ezekiel. 

Examples could be multiplied almost without end, but ; te 

this should suffice to demonstrate the difficulty which in- , 

heres in translating certain words about vhich so little can 

be determined. Also in this class are theg7ra § Acyopevd, 

These cause special difficulty in the Qld Testament, since 

its S59 books constitute practically the entire body of classi- 

cal Hobrew literature, whereas for the New Testament we have 

the whole body of papyrus literature for lexicographical sub- 

atantiation. But even in the New Testament the difficulty 

appears, as in the case of ETTLDU GL Os, which appears only in 

the Fourth Petition of the Lord's Prayer. It has evoked an 

enormous literature, but the results of all investigation 

still tend to leave one iniwatines exe On its meaning two of 

our translations agree: Luther translates “taglich" and the 

A. V. “daily.” Probably the most curious translation of all 

is Jerome's "supersubstantialem" in Matt. 6:11, a translation 

which someone has aptly termed a "metaphysical monstrosity." 

In the parallel passage, Luke 11:3, the Vulgate has “quotidia- 

9. Gerhard Kittel's Theologisches Worterbuch zum Neuen — 
Testariont (Stuttgart, iggtogtecnes wistortush um Novem 
deal of paper, ink, and footnotes on é7couétos and still 
leaves e reader questioning. See also John Theodore Mueller, 

"Ho Artos ho Epiousios", Theological Quarterly, XXII (1918), 
ppe 25-45. 
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num", which is the approximate equivalent of Luther and the 

A. V. The Bible of Kralice translates €7rt OUéLosas "vezdej- 

si", which means "present", “of this place and time." 

The difficulty of determining the meaning of. a word is : 

further complicated by other influences upon the New Testa- 

ment vocabulary. Without entering upon the very moot ques- 

tion of how much the vocabulury of contemporary philosophy 

affected the words used in the New Testament, we may quite 

safely define two peculiarities of New Testament vocabulary, 

peculiaritios which mist be taken into consideration; 

The Greeks became Christians on Hebrew ground. 
Now there are many peculiarities in every language, 
locally peculiar dialects in the broadest sense, 
chronologically peculiar poriods of language. In 
each the language is different....iwhen a spiritual 
development manifests itself in a people, there is 
also a linguistic development....But the new Chris- 
tian spirit appears in the New Testament in a mix- 
ture of language, in which the Hebrew is the stem.... 
and the Greek is grafted one 

These two peculiarities sre the influence of the Hebrew upon 

the vocabulary of the New Testament, through the LXX and col- 

loquial provincial Greek, and what Bohl ete mmaciex termed "die 

sprachbildende Kraft des Christentums." But since these 

peculiarities bear more upon the exegesis of a word than upon 

its translation---though, as we shall see, the line is not 

  

10. Friedrich Schleiermacher, Hermeneutik und Kritik mit 
besonderer Bezieh auf das Neue Testament, edited by F. 
Tuecke (Berlin, Tose). Ppa o/-o0. : 

il. Ibid.s, De 68.
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clearly drawn---we need not discuss them at any length in this 

connections we have listed than merely to emphasize the prob- 

lems involved. 

But even when one has determined what the words of a pas- 

sage mean, even when he has arrived at what he believes is the 

meaning of the entire passage, he still has a great task ahead 

of him. He must now render that meaning in his own. language 

so as to convey, as accurately as possible, the sense of the 

passage to hig readers. It is here that the real crux of 

translating appears. Although a detailed analysis of the 

problem is impossiinle within the limits of this monograph, 

we would touch upon a few aspects of the question in order 

thereby to bring out the quality and character of the Kra- 

licka. : 

One difficulty which the translator must face is the re- 

production of the concept expressed by one word with a word in 

nother language. It lies within the essential nature of 

every language that it is, to a greater or lesser degree, what 

Klopstock called “gesondert, ungemischt und nur sich selber 

gleich." This is seen both in vocabulary and in grammar. 

  

12. Archbishop Trench has an excellent and illustrative es- 
say on the subject, "On the Necessary Inferiority of Transla- 
tions to their Originals" in his On the Authorized Version of 
the Hew Testament (New York, 18735), pp. 15-30. For examples, 
see also Flora Ross Amos, Karly Theories of Translation (New 
‘York, 1920), II “The Translation of the Bible", pp. 40-78. 
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One who deals with words must avoid two extremes if he is 

to produce an accurate translation. On the one hand, he must 

avoid an absolutely literal translation which reproduces the 

Letter or the etymology of the Greek or Hebrew word rather 

than its meaning. He must heed the warning of Horace: "Do 

not render word for word as a slavish tvanslatuns* he Examples 

of this border on the ridiculous. ‘ie have already mentioned 

Jerome's translation of @rrtovélovin Matt. 6:11, where the 

meaningless “supersubstantialem" appears. ‘The story of the 

German school-boy who translated Cicero's "patres conscripti" 

as “zusammengeschriebene Vater" is another case in point. 

Not as funny are literal translations of the Bible; for 

by obscuring the words, they obscure the Word of God. Of 

such literalisms the Kralicka is remarkably free, while there 

are many passages in which the Kralicki's translation is much 

more faithful to the original text than the other standard 

translations. ; 

For example, the Czech Bible is as a rule more accurate 

in translating the tenses of a verb than the other versions. 

In all fairness it must be stated that this is usually due 

to the peculiarities of the language rather than to the in- 

accuracy of the other translators. 

  

13. "Nec verbo verbum curabis reddere fidus 
interpres." 

De Arte Poetica, lines 1535-54.



It is nevertheless true that the language in which the 

Bible of Kralice is couched expresses more accurately and 

exactly the niceties and nuances of the original tenses. A 

few pertinent passages may illustrate this point. In Hatt. 

532, for instance, we read in the A.V. that Jesus "opened 

His mouth, and taught them...." Then follows the Sermon on 

the Mount. But this action of teaching was a continuous one, 

one that probably went on for several hours. ‘This is brought 

out by the Greek imperfect used here, for the imperfect "throws 

linear action into the peat aden The Vulgate indeed has "do- 

cebat", an imperfect; but the A. V. renders simply "taught", 

and Luther "1ehrete", though neither form does justice to 

the original. But the Kralicka translates "ucéil", something 

like our English "was teaching." 

We would touch briefly on four more passages in the New 

Testament in which the Kralicka's rendition of the verb-forms 

corresponds more accurately to the original than do the other 

translations. Three of them can be grouped: jiatt. S314; Luke 

1:59; Acts 7:26. In each of these the Greek has: an imperfect 

the loss of which in the A. V. detracts much from the color 

of the passage. But in each the Kralicka translates; "was 

forbidding", "they were calling", "was reconciling them." 

  

14. J. He. Moulton, A Grammar of New Testament Greek, Pro=- 
legomena (London, 1908), pe °
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In each of these three passages, however, the Vulgate, 

too, has to a certain extent captured the original sense with 

its imperfect. But in a passage like Luke 1133, the Kralicka 

stands alone among the versions. ‘The sense of the passage is 

not "Give us day by day our daily bread", as our Authorized 

Version translates; but the § (S ov in Greek-means “continue 

to give, give over and over again." Here the Kralicka has 

the form "davej", as opposed to "dej" in Matt. 6:11, where 

the Greek § oS means "give." Jerome makes no distinction, 

in both cases translating "da." 

How did the translators of the Kralicka manage to get 

the sense of the original Greek so well? For one thing, as 

we mentioned in the previous chapter, Jan Blahoslav was an 

able Greek scholar. But there is another reason, namely, 

the language itself. In English, as. in Latin and German, 

there are but six tenses. And although in each some distinc- 

tion is made between imperfect and perfect, there simply is 

no way of showing the fine difforence between aorist and in- 

perfect which exists even in the Koiné Greek of the New Tes- 

tament. i 

Tiis difference exists in the language of the Kralicka, 

but in a peculiar way. In addition to tenses, the Slavic 

languages, and particularly the Czechoslovak in which the 

Kralicka is written, have so-called aspects ("vidy"). ‘The
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concept of "aspects" is extremely difficult to explain in a 

languege which does aoe have them. Jopson has done as satis- 

factory a jod as any: 

All verbs fall into two great divisions, imperfec- 
tive, which express the continuance of an action, and 
perfective, which express the points of beginning or 
ending. e continuance of an action may be unbroken 
or may consist in a succession of like acts. Accord- 
ingly, imperfective verbs are divided into durative 
and iterative, and again the repeated acts expressed 
by the iterative can either, each of them, be momen- 
taneous, or each have some continuance, or can even 
express the occasional repetition of groups of momen- 
taneous actions. 

These categories correspond as closely to the Greek imper- 
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fect tense as they conld without having been drawn from then--- 

though that is not impossible, either. When one resallis 

Moulton's graph of the durative ( ) and the iterative 

(ececcoee) in New Testament Greek, he will appreciate the 

degree of accuracy to which the Kralicka could render the 
16 

Greek imperfect. 

Conversely, too, the Czechoslovak language is suited 

for Bible translation. The converse of the Greek imperfect 

is the Greek aorist, which expresses a concept similar to 

  

15. N. Be Jopson, “Slavonic Languages" in Encyclopedia 
Britannica (14th Ed.), XX, pe 788. For further Wacudeton 
see Fr. Miklosich, Das Imperfect in den slavischen Sprachen 
Vienna, 1874); gnd wenwel Vondrdk, Nexeieiciende siaviwcis 

a 9 rammatik, It (Gottingen, 1908), pp. 
des slav. Verbums." 

16. Moulton, op. cit., pp. 128-29.
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that suggested by sae peavonto perfective aspect, well defined 

in Jopson's swomarys 

Among perfective verbs we have (1) momentaneous, 
expressing action which has no continuance, (2) fi- 
nitive, expressing not the continuance of the ac-_ 
tion, though there has been that, but its end or 
completion, and (3) ingressive, expressing the mo- 
ment of beginning an action. 

And in Greek there are aorists which express approximately 
} 

the same idea; for example, "Ax helvmay mean 'throw! (con- 
18 

stative), ‘let fly' (ingressive) or 'hit! (effective)." 

A passage illustrative of this relationship and of the 

connection between the aorist and the imperfect is Mark 12: 

41-44, a pessane to which President Burton has already called 
9 

attention. Iliere Mark Gescribes how many were throwing (he 
2! 

uses the imperfect EAA h hoy) money into the collection=-box; 

appropriately the Kralicka renders "metali", a verb in the 

past tense and imperfective aspect. But in the next verse, 
3 ot 

referring to the widow, Mark uses the aorist ead ey, and 

the Kralicka uses the perfective verb “vrhla." ‘Thus the full 

  

17. Jopson, loc. cit. . i : 
18. A. T. Robertson, A Grammar of the Greek New Testament 

in the Light of Historical Research (Firth =Ed.; New York, 1951), 
pe 854. In spite of his detailed argument about terms, one 
can understand from Robertson's discussion of the uses of the 
aorist (pp. 831-35) that the “constative" is equivalent to 
the “momentaneous" aspect of the Czech verb, the “effective" 
to the "finitive", and the “ingressive" to the "ingressive". 

19. Ernest Dewitt Burton, Syntax of the Moods and Tenses 
in New Testament Greek (Third Hd.; Chicago, 15235), p. S50.
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significance of the passage comes to light; for while the many 

were going to and fro making much of their giving, the widow 

very simply cast her mite into the box. 

Thus far we have been speaking muinly of the New Testa- 

ment. But the peculiar nature of the Czech tenses has a di- 

rect bearine on the Old Testament, too; in fact, it is here 

that the aspects really assert themselves. For, in reality, 

Hebrew has no tenses in the strict sense of the word. The so- 

called Hebrew "tenses", the perfect and the imperfect, are 

actually aspects. "The Hebrew (Semitic) Perfect indicates, 

in general, that which is completed, finished, and gone, that 

which has happened and become....The Imperfect, on the other 

hand, describes that which is in the process of happening, 

which is not completed and which continues, that which is . 

going cere ae A rather striking parallel3 

From all of this it is evident that the Kralické could 

be send wan faithful in reproducing the tenses of the Scrip-=- 

tures without being literal. But in another respect the Kra- 

lickd is of necessity a disappointment; it has no definite 

article. In the last few years a2 great dval of emphasis has 

been laid on the use of the definite article, particularly in 

  

. 20+ Wilhelm Gesenius, Hebrdische Grammatik, edited by E. 
Rodiger, re-edited by E. Kautzsch (cord Ed.3 Leipzig, 1881), 

pe 103, note l. :
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the New Testament; and there can be no denying that a thorough 

understanding of the article and of its implications lends 

much to 2 grasp of the text. 

But the Language in which the Kralicka was written has 

no article, and so it loses much of the flavor in the origi- 

masice And yet fairness demands that we examine the other 

versions before forming a definite opinion. Here a rather 

surprising and perplexing situation confronts us: Jerome was 

in the same predicament as the translators of the Kralicka; 

and the other two versions of the New Testament involved in 

our study, the A. V. and Luther's translation, often failed 

to capture the significance of the Greek article. 

A few examples. One of the most challenging passages in 

the New Testament as far as the use of the article in con- 

cerned is Romans 16:17. prof. Robertson has pointed out how 

well the various articles "come in and illustrate the three 

uses of the Tee And yet vhat do our versions reveal? 

Neither Luther's "die da Zertrennung und Aergernisz anrichten" 

nor the "which cause divisions and offenses" in the A. V. does 

justice to the force of the articles before "divisions" and 

before “offences.” ‘Thus in many places, the versions which 

  

21. All the tremendous research of Robertson, op. Cit., ppe 

754-96, would thus appear to be wasted in any analysis of the 

Bible of Kralice. 
22. Ibid.e, v. 758.
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could have employed the article to good advantage failed to do 

sos; in the case of the A. V., this situation was partially cor- 

rected by the revision of 1881. i 

From the evidence and examples presented, necessarily 

scanty though they were, it should be quite clear that al- 

though the translators of the Kralicka were hampered in any 

attempt to reproduce the meaning of a word by a lack of the 

definite article: they made up for it with their accurate re- 

production of the tenses. And, as has already been mentioned, 

there are few outstanding examples in the Kralicka of the 

over-literal translations which mar and mark the LXX and Vul- 

Batee i 

Luther is never too literal either. In fact, if he erred 

in any direction in translating the Bible, it was in the di- 

rection of over-paraphrasing. ‘This is the other great danger 

in reproducing the meaning of a Scripture=passage. It is 

graphically demonstrated in the early Christian writers, who 

very often applied the words of Greek metaphysics to the con- 

cepts of Christian thought--<-a wholly idasatandanie phenomenon 

in view of the fact that Christianity was very young and that 

Christians were, in a very literal way, at a Toss for words. 

But the eranalators of the Bible into Czech did not face 

this problem. In their country: Christianity had completely 

established itself, and they had all the terminology they 

needed. On the other hand, they were still face to face with
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the denger of over-paraphrasing entire passages in their trans-= 

lation. Of this Luther was accused even during his lifetime; 

and in his "Von Ursachen des Dolmetschens" ke defends the prin- 

ciple that the words should serve the sense, not the sense 

the words. It is not for us here to discuss whether he was 

justified in inserting “allein" in Rom. 33:28. * We would 

merely compare the Kralicka and Luther'!s translation, on the 

basis of several representative passages, in an effort to 

determine what principles the translators of the Kralicka 

followed. 

There are, first of all, notably two 01d Testament pas- 

sages in the translation of which Luther's theology played a 

great bas They are Gen. 4:1 .and 2 Sam. 73:19. ‘The first 

of these 1s the famous expression of Eve's messianic’ conscious- 

ness: “I have gotten a man (from) the Lord." The wordy) NS, 

which precedes the divine name in this passage, can be either 

@ preposition meaning "with" or "by the help of", or it can 

be simply the sign of the definite object accusative. Luther 

took it as the latter and treated the passage as a direct re=- 

ference to the deity of the Messish. The translators of the 

  

23. Cf. “Von Ursachen des Dolmetschens" in his Sammtliche 
Schriften (Saint Louis Edition), IV, 124-37; see also “"Send- 
brief vom Dolmetschen", XIX, 968-82. 

24. See M. Reu, Luther's German Bible (Columbus, 1954), p. 
249. There is a summary of Luther's theory of translation in 
Georg Wilhelm Hopf, Wurdi -der Iuther'!schen Bibelverdeutsch- 
ung Ctiienberg, 1847), pDe 75005, "Luther's Grundsatse vom Dol- . 
metschen, "
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Kralioka translate it with a preposition "na", meaning origi- 

nally "unon", but here probably in.a causative sense. ‘ith 

this interpretation and rendition the Lit: (Sca), the Vulgate 

("per"), and the A. V. ("from") agree. 

In the same category belongs 2 Sam. 7:19: “Is that the 

manner of man, 0 Lord God?" From this translation the versions 

all dissent, each in a somewhat different way. iost literal 

of them is the Vulgate, which translates J\N‘5 W\ with "lex 

Adem“ and males the clause declarative instead of interroga- 

tive as the A. V. does. The LxxX, too, maintains the declara- 

tive form and the literal translation of N74 with vo J es 05. 

Again referring to the natures of the person of Christ, Luther 

translates the entire passages “Das ist die Weise eines Mensch- 

en, der Gott der Herr ist." And, finally, the Kralicka has; 

".,.jesto jest to povaha lidska, Panovnice Hospodine." ‘the 

word “povaha" means "nature" or "character"; and “Panovnice 

Hospodine" is vocstive. Apparently, the translators of the 

Kralicka in both passages preferred to retain a conservative 

interpretation. 

So, too, in the famous Romans 3:25. Where Luther felt 

that the force of Paul's argumentation demanded the insertion 

of the word "allein", the Kralicka, with the A. V., left the 

text as is. This does not mean at all that the Brethren did 

not accept the doctrine of justification by faith alone, with-
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25 
out the deeds of the law; they did. It was apparently only 

to keep peace that they preferred to leave the texts as they 

stood. 

Such an observation would receive further corroboration 

from the way the translators handled passages of less import. 

A very interesting passage in this connection is Isaiah 9:6, 

where the names of the Messiah are listed. But how many names 

are there? Counting "Wonderful" as the first, the LXX, Luther, 

and the Kralicka list six, while the Vulgate and the A. V. have 

only five. ‘The latter combine 4G Nand 1°22 . Luthor 

separates them and translates ‘2 NW as "Kraft." But the Kra- 

1ické translates ? WN as "Bah silny", "the mighty God." This 

translation is in keeping with the original moaning of 4 N, 

namely, “one of strength." But then the Kralicka adds "Rek 

udatny", "the valiant Hero." Of course, “udatny" is now in 

italics, indicating that it is not in the Hebrew text; and 

"Rek" is the approximate equivalent of 1i32. 

  

25. They taughy this doctrine throughout the century in 
which the Kralicka was produced. Thus in the Confessio Bohe- 
mica of 1535 they had confessed: "They continue to teach that 
men are justified before God alone by fsith or trust in Jesus 
Christ, without any efforts, merit or works of their own." And 
in the Confessio Bohemica of 1575, just four years before the 
Kralicka was begun, they stated that “our justification before 
God is thus placed solely in Christ the Lord and is accepted 
by faith alone." ‘The Confessio Bohemica of 1555 and that of 
1575 are found in H. A. Niemeyer, Collectio Confessionum in 
Ecclesiis Reformatis Publicatarum (Leipzig, 1840); these pas- 
sages are on p. 794 and pe 851 respectively. Of the doctrinal _ 
content of the Kralicka, particularly of the Lord's Supper, 
we shall have more to say in the next chapter. 

ae
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Nevertheless, this passage serves to illustrate what ap=- 

pears to be a safe conclusion: that the Brethren who trans- 

lated the Bible of Kralice clung to the original phrasing of 

the text when it seemed that a paraphrase might cause trouble; 

and that they paraphrased when the text seemed to demand it. 

Such a principle would also be in keeping with the irenic, 

evangelical spirit which characterized the Unity of Bohemian 

Brethren. 

This has been an attempt to present a few salient facts 

and representative and interesting examples of the translation 

in the Bible of Kralice. It makes no claim to completeness. 

Because the translators of the Kralicka left behind no ab-= 

stract discussion of hermeneutical or lexicographical prin- 

ciples, it was necessary; to formulate some such principles 

on the basis of their results, always a dangerous operation. 

Still and all, it has been the purpose of this discussion 

to present the character of the translation in the Bible of 

Kralice as the human document which it is and to compare it 

with the translations femiliar to most biblical scholars. 

Like the translation, the discussion is a product of men's 

resvarchs; perhaps the two will complement each other.
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III. ‘Theology in the Kralicka. 

"It contains a great many of those things which the 
learned coryphaei of exegesis of our time have offered 
the world as their own great discoveries and which the 
world praises with wonder and astonishment." 

=) Safarik. 

In the preceding chapter we have endeavored to bring 

out the fact that the translators of the Bible of Kralice 

preferred not to insert their theological views into the 

translation of the ible. In any passage where they might 

be accused of elisegesis, they took a neutral stand. 

But this does not mean that their theological views 

did noe find expression in their translation. Quite the op= 

posite is the case. But instead of translating the words to 

keep with their theology, they employed the time-honored 

method of glosses, or marginal eeeees In the annotated New 

Testament of the Bible of Kralice there is an interesting 

combination of theological views. For it appeared at a time 

when the Unitas Fratrum was seething with theological conflict, 

  

1. The idea had already appeared among the Greeks, who 
worked up annotated texts of Homer, Aristophanes etc. The 
Jews, too, had an elaborate system of glosses on the Old Tes- 
taments; and the patristic notes very often give us a deep 
insight into the theology of the Christian church fathers. 
Cf. Erich Klostermann's article, "Glossen, Glossceme, Glos= 
sarien, biblische und kirchliche" in Hauck 's Realenzyklopadie 
(Leipzig, 1899), VI, pp. 709-15.
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a time when the different trends in the theology of the Breth- 

ren were being subjected to critical re-examination. For a 

proper understanding of the theology in the Kralicka, it will 

be necessary to recapitulate a bit at this point and to trace, 

in brief outline, the several movements in Czech religious 

thought which find expression in the Bible of Kralice. 

We must, of course, begin with John Hus, who died on 

July 6, 1415. He was burned at the stake by the Council of 

Constance for holding and teaching "false doctrine." The cir- 

cumstances surrounding his death, the nart which Jerome of 

Prague played in the whole affair, the broken oath of Sigis- 

mund--=-these topics, interesting though they are, we shall 

not treat here. We would, however, call attention to two 

facts, so aptly put by ina 

There is hardly any doubt that if Hus and Jerome 
had been condemned not to burning, but even only to 
life imprisonment, Hussitism in Bohemia would never 
have been of such great proportions; it would have, 
it seems to me, restricted itself to a part of the 
more educated populace, like Wyceliffism in England, 
but it would have concerned the common people little. 
It is, of course, a certainty that the Czech nation 
took un arms later on not so much on account of its 
two executed masters as rather for other reasons; 
but it is none the less certain that war would never 
have resulted if it had retained its original re- 
spect for the congregation and the ecclesiastical 
authorities in general. But of this respect the com- 

_mon people rid themselves. 

  

2, Frantisek Palacky, DSjiny Narodu Geského, Book XI, - 
Article 5, on ‘ ‘
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Thus was precipitated the Hussite movement, which was 

to tear Bohemia for a century to come. For the country was 

not religiously united either during Hus! lifetime or after 

his death. ‘There were, essentially, three important religious 

groups in Bohemia during the sixteenth century. | 

First of all there were the Roman Catholics---either 

such as had never embraced Hussitism or had, usually under 

pressure,forsaken it. They were, of course, supported by 

Emperor Sigismund and, in general, by the German populace. 

For although it must be admitted that the Czechs in too many 

cases came to regard “German" and “Roman Catholic" as synony- 

mous and made the religious issue a national one, it is equal- 

ly true that "Czech". were too often carelessly equated. The 

strongly pro-Catholic leanings of the Germans in Bohemia at 

that time tire apparent also from the emigration of the Ger- 

man students from Charles University in Prague in the year 
4 

1409. 

  

35. This fact, usually forgotten or glossed over by German 
historians, is, interestingly enough, attested to by Luther 
himself: “and if.it must happen to you, as it happened to 
us Germans, when we also began to break the peace against 
Saint John Hus, and’ waged war against the Bohemians..." He 
spoke these words in 1550 in his "Warnunge D. Martini Luther 
an seine lieben Deudschen", St. L. XVI, 1630. 

4. This was the occasion for the founding of the University 
of Leipzig. Cf., among others, David S. Schaff, John Hus (New 
York, i918), pp. 7 79-84. See Friedrich Zaoncke, tie urkundlichen 
aoe zur Geschichte der Universitat Leipzig (Leipzig, n.d.), 

554, for a rererence to the “Condempnatio :. ticularum Wiclef 
ee Hus" » written sometime in 1427. 

 



Opposed to the Roman Catholics were the Hussites, but 

these were not united in their opposition. "All were, of 

course, agreed to fight the antichristian element in Catho- 

licism, according to the pattern of Hus. But since after 

his death there was no capable, wise, and qualified leader 

who would have held the excited nation within certain bounds 

of order, it came about that parties arose which were not 

only different from one another, but also raged one against 

the other. n Of these Hussites, only two groups are perti- 

nent to our discussions : 

The Utraquists. As their name indicates, this sect 

advocated the administration of the Lord's Supper sub utraque 

specic, both the bread and the wine, to the laity. ‘They 

never denied the authority of the Romen Church; and when 

the so-called Compact of 1435 granted the chalice to ae 

laity, they felt that a reconciliation had come about. 

  

5. Johann Theophilus Elsner, Martyrologium Bohemicum 
(Berlin, 1766), p. 54. 

6. Christian Adolph Peschek quotes an excerpt from a de- 
eree of the Council of Basel under the date, June 4, 1437, 
as follows: “Whereas such unity has been attained regarding . 
the communion in both kinds, that the Bohemians and Moravians, 
who accept ecclesiastical unity and are really at one with 
the Church in all things, in faith, in usages, except com- 
munion in both kinds, be it resolved: that they may keep the 
use of communing in both kinds, with the permission of our 
Lord Jesus Christ and of the Church, His true Bride." Geschich- 
te der Gegenreformation in Bohmen (Leipzig, 1850), pp. 25-26. 
cf. the entire "Compendiosa Enarratio quomodo Bohemi vocati 
productique sint ad Basileensem synodim oecumenicam, & quid 
4llic egerint" in J. D. Mansi (ed.), Sacrorum Conciliorum Col- 

iLL ene oe 

lectio, XXVIII (Venice, 1785), 1175-86.
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As a result of the unrest which this concession had caused, 

Pope Pius II---Aeneas Sylvius Piccolomini, who had been in 

Bohemia for a while---in a two-hour oration revoked the decree 

of the Council of Basel, listing five fanaa 

But there were many among the Czechs who were dissatis- 

fied with both Catholicism and Utraquism. Such a man was, 

for instance, Rehor (Gregory), who is often called the founder 

of the Unitas Fratrum. In 1459 the Unity convened at Kunwald 
  

and accepted the following resolution as its charter: "Forsak- 

ing all other writings, let the Law of God suffice and believe 

it purely; if, however, some writing appears to someone to be 

close to the truth, it should not be read without the investi- 

gation and approval of the acest A discussion of the 

primitive theology of the Unity would be interesting, but 

would lead us too far afield at this point; it will be al- 

luded to in the subsequent discussion. Suffice to list at 

this point what Palacky considers the three chief characteris= 

tics of the Unity: that it always paid more attention to life 

than to Christian doctrine; that in it piety and reason always 

appeared in inseparable co-operation; and that from the very | 

  

7. Gf. the discussion of this whole matter by the Roman 
Catholic scholar, Ludwig Pastor: History of the Popes from 

the Close of the Middle Ages, translated from the Corman by 
Dom Ernest Graf, 0. S. 5B. (London and St. Louis, 1907-38), 
IIT, 228-29 assim. ay te 

8. Palack?, | on, cit., Book XIV, Article 7.
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beginning there was accepted the possibility of change in its 

doctrinal weaker 

All three of these characteristics come into considera 

tion in the next influence upon the theology of the Unity, 

the work of Martin Luther. After coming to a realization at 

Leipzig in 1519 that he was defending many of the principles 

for which Hus had stood and died, Luther had many pleasant 

and some unpleasant contacts with the followers of Hus, both 

with the Utraquists and with the ties, But his contacts 

with the Unity were somevhat embittered by their insistence 

upon a more rigid discipline than the Lutheran Church had 

at that time. Then, too, the place assigned to reason in 

Christian thought by the Unity did not meet with Luther's 

wpatoval. And, finally, the willingness of the Unity to 

change its doctrinal stand found expression in later confes- 

  

8. Ibiden. 
9. In my doctoral dissertation on "Luther and the Con- 

fessio Bohemica of 1535" the first chapter is devoted to 
"luther and Hus", and the second to "Luther and the Unity". 
Much of what follows is more thoroughly discussed there. 

10. Already in 1518 Luther had spoken of "our confused 
neighbors, the Bohemians, that suffering and pitiable na- 
tion which has entered the Scriptures with its clear rea- 
son and sees all things except understanding." "“Aauslegung 
des 109. (110.) Psalms", Saint Louis V, 900. Later on, in 
his negotiations with the Unity, Luther touched on this 
principle again. Four centuries ater T. G. Masaryk wrote: 
"Palacky agrees with Brother Lukas, who defended (against 
Luther) the right of reason in the interpretation of Scrip- 
ture, too." Svetova Revoluce (Praha, 1925), p. 590.
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sions of the Unity, notably the Confessio Bohemica of 1535. 

Of this confession, as well as of Luther's influence, more 

will be said in tho Latter part of this chapter. 

One more influence upon the Unity's teachings must be 

reckoned with, namely, that of John Calvin and of the move-= 

ment which he founded. ‘The two points on which the Unity 

had disagreed with Luther---the doctrine of the Lord's Sup- 

per and the question of church discipline---found satisfac- 

tion at Galvin's hands. ‘The results of this friendly rela- 

tion aro evident from the lists of translators mentioned in 

a previous connection. stryce had translated Calvin's Insti- 

tutes into Czech. Uffrelm had studied at Heidelberg, and su 

had Capito. Moreover, Capito had been a member of the party 

from the Unity which visited with Colvin in ‘Strassburg in 

rane John Augusta carried on a correspondence with Galvin, 

as did Matthew Gervenka; these letters, too, indicate the 

degree of intimacy between eat This intimacy with Calvin- 

ism was sealed by Budovec of Budova. - 

As we have mentioned, all these theological movements--= 

Romanism, Hussitism, Lutheranism, and Calvinism---meet in the 

11. Georg Losche, Luther Melanchthon und Calvin in Oes- 
terreich-Ungarn (‘Tabingen, 1909), p. 105. he whole relation 
of Calvin to the Unity is discussed on pp. 195-211. 

12. See the letter sent by Augusta on June 29, 1541, in 
corpus Fofomatort, XI, 244-48; and the letter sent by Ger- 
ve a in 20AGe, XX, 595-97. 

13. On his ‘activity cf. Lesche, Op. cit., pp» 211-17. 
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theology of the Kralicka; each has left its mark on the glosses 

which the Kralicka contains. And so it will be both interest- 
ing and instructive to review the interpretation of the New 

Testament as found in these avbddees and to compare it with 

the teachings of other religious trends: with the teachings 

of the Roman Catholic Church, as found in the decrees and 

canons of the Council of eran aie with the thought of Hus 

as well as with the Confessio Bohemica of 1535 and that of 

Tee with Luther's own glosses on the New Testament from 

1522, 1524, and 1546, plus the Concordia of the Lutheran 

Church from Teese and, finally, with Calvin's Geneva Ca- =a 

techism and the Second Helvetic Confession of 1567. 

Constructing a complete system of dogma out of the an- 

notated New Testament in the Bible of Kralice would be easy 

  

14. I have them in g beautifylly made-up reprint of the, 
1601 New Testament, Novy Zakon Pana‘a Spasitele Naseho Jezise 
Krista s veskerymi vyklady pobo@nych a ucenych Drabtri Ceskych 
(Praha, 1875). On most pages the notes, which are set ina . 
smaller size of type than the text, nevertheless take up about 
half the space. : 

15. ‘To be sure of accuracy, I have based my quotations of 
these upon the edition of Smets, Sacrosancti Oecumenici et . 
Generalis Concilii Tridentini...Canones et Decreta (Bielefeld, 
1868). It was printed with the "imprimi permittitur" of 
Vicar-General Boekamp. 

16. The former is found in H. A. Niemeyer, Collectio: Con- 
fessionum in Eeclesiis Reformatis Publicatarum (Leipzig, . n 
Dp. 771-818; 1 also compared Prochaézka's Czech edition (Praha, 
1869). ‘The Confession of 1575 is also in Niemeyer, pp. 819-51. 

17. ‘The glosses are in the Saint Louis Edition, VII{, 1664- 
1887; I quote the Concordia Triglotta (Saint Louis, 1921). . 

18. For the Geneva Catechism see Niemeyer, op. Git., pp. 
123-90; for the Holvetic Confession, ibid., pp. 462-556...
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enough, but not very practical in this sontene We have in- 

Stead tried to bring light upon one dootrine an which the 

interesting combination of all the trends listed above stands 

out bests; where pertinent, we have referred to the other 

writings listed above. 

The one doctrine shich probably brings out most graphi- 

cally the variety of theological trends in the Unity at the 

close of the sixteenth century is the doctrine of the Lord's 

Supper or the Eucharist. It has been a core of conflict in 
19 

the Christian Church for centuries; so it was in the Unity. 

The doctrine of the Lord's Supper as found in the Bible 

of Kralice may perhsups best be brought out simply by quoting 

the glosses on the pertinent passages. 

liatte 26326: "and as they were eating, Jesus took bread, 
and blessed it (1), and brake it (2), und gave (3) it to the 
disciples and said: Take, eat; this is my body (4)." 

(1) 1.¢e.,- giving thanks to His Father for the redemp- 
tion of the human race which was ahout to take place, 
in memory of which He was instituting the Sacrament of 
His body and bloods; or setting aside this ordinary bread 
for a spec#&l purpose, i.e., to be the Sacrament of His 
body. 

(2) that is, not so much for convenient distribution 
among His disciples, but especially as an indication and 
a testimony of both His being broken for our sins (Is. 
53:5), that is, His crucifixion, and His offering of Him- 
self and of His conmunion to all believers, 1 Cor. 10:16. 

  

19. See mamas Peschke, Die Theologie der bohmischen Bru- 
der in ithrer Fruhzeit, I. Das Abendmahl, 1. Studien (Stutt- 

@art, 19550) for 4 thorough’ and scholarly discussion of this 

doctrine in Gzech thought till 1528.



(3) thet is, as & sign and firm assurance of the 
fact that Ho is giving Himself as food to then in com- 
municu, with all His possessions, as the t 
of 1if8. John 63:51. 1 Gor. 10:16, rue bread 

(4) that is, the bread is consecrated, as was cir- 
cumcision by God's covenant (Gen. 1739-10) and as the 
rock was Christ (1 Cor. 10:4), yes, even now baptism 
is a washing of regeneration (Titus 5:5). As though 
He were to say: This bread which I am instituting is 
a powerful testimony and proof of the fact that my 
body will be given for you in death (Luke 22:19), 
crucified, and will be prepared as broken to be a 
delicious food for your souls, as it is given to die 
for the life of the world (John 6351), yes, is put 
on the table to be used by faith. 

Luke 22320; “Likewise also the cup after supper, say- 
ing: This cup is the new testament (1) in my blood (2), 
which is shed for you." 

(lL) that is, a firm assurance, seal, and testimony 
styrce new covenant foretold by the prophets (Jor. Sl; 
Sl). 

(2) that:'is, brought about and made sure by my 
blood. 

1 Cor. 103:1G6-17:; "The cup of blessing (1) which we 
bless, is it not (2) the communion (3) of the blood of 
Christ? The bread which we break (4), is it not the com- 
munion of the body of Christ (5)? For we being many are 
one bread, and one bodys; for we are all partakers of that 
one bread (6).' 

(L) that is, the using of which c¢xils to our mind 
with thanksgiving the constant blessings of God to 
the elect through the death of. Christ (below 11:25) 
and we thank God for them; and which we change or 
consecrate, by the institution of Christ (Matt. 26: 
26) from common drink to a special usage with prayers 
and the explanation of the correct significance. 

(2) that is, according to your own conception and 
confession. 

(3) fellowship, association: that is, is not the 
common participation in the Sacrament of the body and 

blood of Christ a certain sign of the fact that the 
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penitent and believing have a part and share in the 
merit of Christ which He accoaplished with: His blood 
and thus in His blood, and that they thus mutually 
increase their unity? yes, through that service they 
receive the grace of (od offered them and so do not 
accent a mere sign, but they reassure themsolves in 
the grace which they have received; and therefore 
they should not associate with idolaters,. 

(4) that is, according to Christ's oxample (Hatt. 
26326), as a signification of His puinful suffering 
and of the fact that His faithful and elect sre made 
particinants of that which they have committed unto 
Him. According to this, the anostle says of the bread 
in the Lord's Suppor that it is the body of Christ 
which is broken for us (below 11:25), and Christ the 
Lord, as a testimony of His communion, wants the cup 
talcen and shared by them among themselves. Luke 22:17. 

(5) that is, a certain indication and testimony 
to the believing and penitent that they have communion 
in the body of Christ; therefore, Damascenus wrote of 
the Sacrament; It is called communion because througn 
it we commune with Christ and mutually increase our’ 
unity. As though the apostle were to say: Is not the 
Sacrament of the Lord's Supper a powerful medium by 
which God offers and assures to the believing and 
penitent the forgiveness of sins won by the body of 
Christ? Similarly the Gospel, Rom. 1:16. 

(G) that is, of that communion or of tne fact that 
all we believers of various stations, sges, und voca= 
tions, and separated from each other by distance, are 
one bodys; and as from meny grains one loaf of bread is 
formed, so we are united as one man and belong to this 
holy society (cf. below 12312, Eph. 4:4, item 5:25). 
We have this proof, that we partake of one consecrated 
bread with thanksgiving, wnich does not only signify 
to us that life-giving bread (John 6:35.51), but also 
offers it to us. For just as it is a sign when a house- 
holder sits at the same table that it is the househoid 
of one lord: so, when the faithful go to the table of 
the Lord together, in that fact is assured that they 
are the servants of one Lord, that they are redeemed 
by His one body and bought with His only blood, and 
that they are members of one spiritual body, which is 
the holy Church.
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1 Cor, 11:27: "Whosoever shall oat this bread, and 
Grink this cup of the Lord unworthily (1), shall be guilty 
of the body and blood of the Lord (2)." 

(1) that is, not meditatively and not with the. 
sort of seriousness ‘nd preparation that is proper. 

(2) that is, he treats the body of the Lord in- 
sultingly or triflingly and deserves the wrath of 
God. But one dare not conclude from this that also 
the ungodly eat Christ's body and drink His blood; 
for that cannot be eaten by other mouths than those 
of faith, wherefore Christ the Lord calls one and 
the same thing sometimes believing in Him, sometimes 
the eating of His body, John 6:47.56. Sut the un- 
godly do not have the mouth which is true faith and 
so do not even receive Christ. In addition, the sa- 
lutary body of Christ cannot be eaten except in a 
salutary way, that is, for the bonefit of sternal 
Life (John 6:51), but the ungodly do not have eter- 
nal life. From this it is plain that in their par- 
ticipation in the Sacranent, as St. Augustine says, 
they eat the bread of the Lord, but do not eat the 
bread which is the Lord. 

The notes speak quite plainly for themselves. But a 

few facts are worthy of note. One characteristic which 

strikes one throughout is the constant reference to John 6. 

The interpretation of this passage was a crux in the rela- 

tions between Zwingli and Luther; end Luther comments in 

his notes to this chapter: "This chapter does not speak of 

the Sacrament of the bread and wine, but of spiritual eat- 

ing, that is, faith that Christ, God and man, shed His blood 

for us." it is perhaps significant that the Kralicka mukes 

no reference to the Lord's Supper in its glosses under John 

6, in spite of the fact that this controverted chapter .is 

referred to several times in the notes on the words of insti- 

tution.



What do the: glosses teach of the presence of Christ's 

body and blood in the Jacrsament? ‘fhe answer is difficult, 

since the notes are couched in rather vague and somewhat 

ambiguous terms. Of course, this had long been the objec- 

tion on the part of the Lutherans to the theology of the 

Unity. The Confessio Bohemica of 1535 had stated: 

Similarly, and this they teach should be believed 
by the heart and confessed by the mouth, the bread 
of the Lord's Supper is the true body of Christ, 
waich is given for us, and the cup is the true blood, 
which was shed for us for the remission of sins, as 
Christ the Lord clearly states: This is my body; this 
is my blood etc. They also ‘teach that no one should 
add, mix, or detrect anything of his own accord from 
these words of Christ, by which He pronounces that 
the bread is His body ond that the wine is His blood; 
but let him simply believe these words of Christ, 
turning neither to the right nor to the left. (Art. 
XIII.) 

The Neo=-Utraquistie Confessio Bohemica, in which the 

Unity had also participated, defined the position of the 

Bohemian Brethren thus in 15753 

Of the venerable Sacrament of the Testament and 
last Supper, instituted by Christ the Lord Himself 
before His passion, we believe and confess that the 
bread in that Supper is the true Body or Christ the 
Lord given and given over for us, and that the wine 
in the chalice is the true blood of our Lord Jesus 
Christ shed for us for the remission of sins; and 
eating the body and drinking the blood of Christ the 
Lord, those to whom it is offered and who accept it 
do this to commemorate and announce His innocent 

gent uae ¥enSfabis* Sacrament was instituted first 
Por the arousing and confirming of our faith in the 
participation in Christ and all His benefits, so that, 
laying hold on the body and blood of our Lord Jesus 
Christ in the Sacrament spiritually and substantially, 
by faith and by mouth, we do not doubt, but firmly
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believe that we are truly---and through such a use of 
the Lord's Supper we become more and more---living 
members of Christ the Gord, who has so joined us to His holy body that we are like branches’ from His 
vine, we ure His members of the sama holy body.... 
(Art X¥.) 

Apparently, then, the Brethren preferred to leave the 

exact mode of the presence of Christ's body and blood in 

the Sacrament undefined. On the one hand, they did not 

accept the Roman Catholic doctrine of transsubstantiation, 

as they state in a gloss on 1 Cor. 11:26; 

Here he calls the sacrament bread as an indication 
of the fact that the bread remains bread after the 
consecration withcut changing the essence, just as in 
Paradise the tree of life was « real tree etc. 

But the Roman Church had stated that “if anyone says that 

the substance of the bread remains in the holy sacrament of 

the Eucharist...let him be eer eee It is also interest- 

ing to see that Hus had maintained the doctrine of transsub- 

steantiation; “it is", says Betts, “an abiding witness to the 

essential practicality of the Bohemian reformers and to their 

basic sacramentalisn, that though one or two of them toyed 

as realist logicians with Wyclif's doctrine of remanence, 

they ended By rejecting it and maintaining complete eucharistic 

orthodoxy." Nevertheless, it must be added that although 

    

20. Concilii Tvidentini Canones et Decreta, Sessio XIII, 
Canon 2 (Smets, p. 60). 

21. Reginald Robert Betts, "English and Gech influences 
on the Hussite movement", 2 paper read on March 10, 1933, re- 
printed in Transactions of the Royal Historical Societ 
(London, 1959), Fourth Series, XXI, p. 100.
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Hus did accept transubstantiation, he nevertheless vehenently 

defended the use of the term "bread" as applied to the Sacra- 

ment, though in a “supersubstantial" senses 

On the other hand, however, they did not formulate any 

distinct theses on the way Christ's body was present, like 

the “in, with, and under" of the Luthorans; rather they sug- 

gest that each person “simply belteve these words of Christ, 

turning neither to the right nor’ to the left." 

At the same time, it seems quite safe to conclude that 

the statements in the Kralic'ra on the Lord's supper demon= 

strate the influence of Calvinism. The Geneva Catechism said 

of the Lord's Supper that it is “so instituted by Christ 

that it teaches us by the communication of his body and blood 

to train our minds in the hope of eternal life, and offers 

this to us certainly." And in answer to the question: “vhat, 

then, do we have in the symbol of the bread?" this same docu- 

ment answers: "The body of Christ, as it was once sacrificed 

for us to reconcile us to God, so now is given to us again 

that we may know certainly that the reconciliation pertains 

to saan The parallel, in some cases even verbal, suggests 

a relationship. If, in addition, we consider the fact that 

  

22. “De corpore Christi", transjated into Czech by Milan 
Svoboda in Mistra Jana Husa’ Sebrane Spisy (Praha, ,2904), Ls 
pp. 247-61. Also Vlastimir®Kybal in Vaclav Novotny “{ed.), * 

M. Jan Hus Zivot a Useni (Praha, 1931), Vol. II, Pt. 5, pps 
235=5 

23. V, 32 and V, 39, Niemeyer, op. cite, pp. 164-65,
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several of tho Srethren who translated the Xralicka had stu- 

died at Heldelberg: that by this time the Gelvinizing influ- 

ence was very strong in the Unity; and that, above ali, 5la- 

hoslav was one of the leaders of the sing from Wittenberg 

to Geneva---if we eonsi cer all of this, the parallel is 

quite iudesetabdabres = . 

One more aspect of this doctrine needs to be touched on. 

It is the question of receptions namely, do the unbelieving 

receive the body and blood of Christ? As may be seen from 

their gloss on 1 Cor. 11:27, the Brethren believed that only 

the faithful receive the true body and blood in the Sacra- 

ment. ‘This was orthodox Beas Hus had said substan- 

tially the same thing in thoes 3 fhe Lutheran Formula of 

Concord had set itself in strong opposition to this view and 

had stated: “..ealso the unworthy and unbelievers recsive the 

  

24, But they did not coms out with as clear a statement 
of this apparently implicit position as, let us say, che 
Second Helvetic Confession. ‘his expressly stated that the 
"Signs now in sacred usage assume the name of the things 
which they signify." (Art. XIX; Niemeyer, op. cite, p. 515.) 
Interestingly, Comenius toox over these words in his edition 
of Praxis pietatiss "the word by which the signs are made 
snered are the words of institution of Christ....Without 
this word, the bread and wine are no other thing than what 
thoy are, bread and wines; but when these words are added to 

these sacramental symbols, a sacrament is made....At first, 
the: were called bread and wine; now they receive the name 

of that thing which they assimilate, so that they are called 
the body and blood of Christ." (Elsner edition; Brno, 142), 
Pe 17S 7 

25. See his "De corpore Christi", loc. Git.



true body and blood of Christ; however, not for life and con- 

solation, but for judgment and condomnation, if they are not 
26 

converted and do not repent.” 

30 much for the doctrine of the Lord's Supper as it is 

_brovght out in the notes to the Kralicka. -It needs to be 

said that the Brethren, together with most Christians of 

their day, saw the Sible as the medium of divine ravelation. 

This dominated their whole approach to it. ‘That it why they 

spent thoir time on it and that is why they suffered as they 

did for thelr faith. 

One chapter or the Bible which has always confounded 

interpretors is Revelation 20. The Brethren have this con= 

mant snub locos 

eee the most probable sense seems to be oither that 
of those who count these years from Christ's birth and 
fix their conclusion at the age of Bnperor Otto Iii, 
during whose time the devil was untied and, as they 
velba, Antichrist, his son, for the first time assumed 
that power to crown the highest authority of the world, 
yes, Mohammed or the Turk arose; or or those who count 
those years from thirty-six after the suffering of 
Christ, end fiz-their conclusion at the time of Hil- 
debrand, who was then called Gregory VII. : 

From all these comments it seams quite clear that the 

spirit of the theology of the Kralicka was one of warm evan- 

golical fervor combined with an irenic care not to offend 

without cause. 

  

825. Epitome, VII, 16; fviglotta, Gis. See also the Canones 

et Decor eta, Sessio XIII, Ganon 4. 

a
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IV. ‘The Kralicka in Czechoslovak History. 

‘On my trip around the world the Bequest of Somenius, 
together with the Bible of Kralice, remained a daily na- 
Gional and political memento to me." 

- Hasaryk. 

In 1595 the Bible of Kralice became history. It was a 

Aigh point in the annals of the Czechoslovak nation. Even 

today the six=volumo liible of the Gzech Srethren stands as 

a preat monument in the history of Czechoslovak literature, 

and no work on that subject would dare omit it. Yes, the 

Kralicka is history. 

mnt the Kralicka has also made history! It has played 

2 significant role in Ozechoslovak history. And in this 

ehanter we would examine that role in history. ‘Ye have al- 

ready considered the Biblo of Kralice in its origin: now we 

shall consider 1t in its inflvence. 

As ve have seen, the Brethren were yearning for a new 

translation of the Bible into their mother-tonaue; it was to 

be exvected that ths Kralicka would assume a prominent posi- 

tion in Gzech life elmost immediately. in fact, the recep- 

‘tion which greeted the Kralicka was so warm that a new, one- 

volume edition was published just three years later, in 1596. 

Few had been able to buv the entire Sestidilka; and this, too, 

made another edition necessary. Since only minor changes are
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evident in this edition of 1596, Jan Karafist judges that it 

was published under the supervision of the same men who had 

been responsible for the editio princens three years coronene 

The year 1601 saw another edition of the New oestanent, 

mich, while differing in some ways from the originel edi- 

tion of 1595, was annotated in detail and was adorned with 

illuminations and imaginative pistures. And in 1613 there 

appeared the version of the Kralicka used as a standard even 

now by tho British and Forelgn Bible Society. In this edi-e 

tion there are numerous revisions, most of them with little 

import and many of them, for that matter, with little jus- 

tification. ‘This was the last edition which the Brethren 

published: for the succeeding years brought hardship, per- 

secution, and eventual extirpation to the Unit;. 

Yrue, 2t the meeting of the Czech estates on duly 9, 

1603, the famous “Letter of Majesty" of Baperor Hudolph It 

had granted an unexpected measure of roligious freodom to 

the Protestants. ‘This document placed the adherents of the 

  

1. One of the few significant alterations was in the ren- 
dition of Phil. 1:21, “Vor me to.liva is Christ, to die is 
gain." In contradistinction to the Kralicka, the 1596 edi- 
tion renders: “For me Christ is gain in life and in death", 
a translation which fails to do justice to Paul's powerful 
contrast. This translation was dropped in subsequent edi- 
tions, Cf. Elsner, "Zprawa", p. 9. As far as the arrange- 
ment of the Biblical books etc. was concerned, however, 
the 1596 Bible followed that of 1579-1595. 

2. It was this edition which we used in our avaluation 
of the theology in the Kralicka, Ch. IIE of this monograph.
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Confessio Bohemica of 1575, where the almost Lutheran tenets 

of Neo-Utraquism had been presented to Maximilian, on an 

equal Level with the Homan Catholics. ‘The Utraguists, as 

they persisted in calling thenselves, were granted the Uni- 

versity of Yraha and their own independent consistorium; 

they were permitted to retain ali the churches they had at 

the time and to build whatever new, ones they would need in 

the pucarern All in all, the prospect for religious tolera- 

tion in Bohemia was good; and a later historian has properly 

ebserved that "the ea of Majesty made Protestant Mohemia 

a kind of yopublic.” 

But Rudolph died on Janusry 20, 1612, anc. his plece was 

caten by his younger brother liatthias. Like his brother, 

Hatthias was a weak character; but he pernitted himself to be 

dominated by the Spanish and se Tactions in Gohemia and 

not by the Protestant Ustates. In 1617, Ferdinand Ii was 

  

%. the original or the Letter of Majesty is said to be 
preserved in the archives of the Czech crown. A German ver= 
gion, translated frou the Czech parchnent manuscripts, is 
found in Christian Adolph Peschek, Geschichte der Gegenre- 
formation in Bohmen (Leipzig, 1850), pp. Lov-u7. 

4, he historian is the German poet, Friedrich Schiller, 
who, it is often forgotten, taught history at the University 
of Jena. His Geschichte des dreiszigjahrigen Krieges, a 
series of lectures delivered from 1720 to L792, 1s an histo- 
viographical classics; and his treatment of the role of the 

Gzechs in the Thirty Years! War deserves attention. Werle 

(Berlin, 1927), Vi, Pee 57-449; for the relation between 
the Gzech situation and the rest of Europs, eapeckalty the 
latter half of the first book, pp. 62-157.
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elected King of Bohemia; he is known in Czech history as the 

"Winter King." Under the reign of these two men and with 

their consent, an intensive counter-reformatory movement was 

inaugurated in Bohemia. 

The crisis came when, contrary to the provisions of the 

Letter of Majesty, the Protestants wore to be punished for 

building churches in the German villages of Brunov and Hrob. 

The break came on May 25, 1618, with the famous defenestra- 

tion of the Imperial Guards in Praha. This event touched 

of? the already smoldering wicit of the Thirty Years! war. 

The Thirty Years! War was---or, more properly, contains=--- 

the grestest tragedy of Czech history: the Battle of white 

ountain, Novenber 6, 1620, which has been characterized bi 

a contemporary chronicler as "the origin and the door of 

11 the miseries and calamities that have hefallen the Czech 

notion. ” | 

With the Battle of White liountain came the end of the 

Unity in Bohemia. Dispersed to Poland, to Slovaicia, and to 

other perts of Burope, thousands of the Brethren were never 

to see their homeland again. TVWorced to travel light and- 

    

5. John Amos Comenius described White Mountain allegori- 
cally in 16235 in his Labyrinth of the World (translated by 
Count Lutzow: New York, 1901), pp. 1l0-lo. A terse descrip- 
tion of the Battle of White liountain may be found in A. We 
Ward, “The Protestant Collapse", Cambridge Modern History, 
IV, ppe 64-67.
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fast, thoy took with them only the essentials. And they 

Seer. 

We have token nothing with us, 
ali into tlanacs hurled 
Except the blble of Kroelice, 
The Labyrinth of the World. 

This poem illustrates, for one thing, the fact that for 

these exiles life had been stripped to the essentials. But 

it elso emphasizes that for them one of these essentials was 

the Bible of Kralice. It had already taken e firm hold on 

the minds and hearts of the people, and they wanted to carry 

it with them into exile. 

And so they did. ‘they carried the Kralicka with them 

into the countries of Europe where they were seattered. ut 

the eyes of the Jesuits were sharp, and the Sestidflka was 

large and cumbersome. ven the later sditions wore in cluusy 

format, and concealing them was difficult. in order to give 

the Word to the emigrants in a form which they could keop, 

John Amos Comenius (1592-1670), the last bishop of the Unity, 
” 

published his Manualnik, the Bible in miniature. 
  

6. Thies is a translation of the verses 
Nevzali jsme s_sebou 
Nic, po vsem veta, 
Jen bibli Kralickou, 

. -Labyrint svetas. Z 
Cf. Frantisek Kulhanek, Kronika Geskoslovenska (Praha, 1924), 
ITI, pe 1511, for the entire poer. 

7. I had the great fortune and pleasure of boing able to 

examine a copy of this rare book in that treasure-house of 
the biblionhile, the Newberry Library 1n Chicago.



The book bears the full title: Manualnjk aneb Gadro cele 
Bibli Swate. Summa wsseho co Bhh Lidem I. k Worenj wrewil. 

IT. k Gzinénj perucil., EIT. k Odekewinj zacsljbil. Pins a gase 

né obsahugicy. hijsto nowe swyce sodjoyn gesste v tennostoch 

upusstén] swého Oyrkwe Geske ostatkin podané. Léta M.DC.LVIIe 

Measuring five and one-half inches long by three and one-fourth 

inches wide by two inches thick, this bool: contains the 01a 

aud Wew Testaments, with the Apoeryoha and prayers added at 

the end. Sut its main feature is,. of course, the fact that 

it condenses and abbreviates the Bible in order to fit it 

into this limited size. I+ must be remembered that the art 

of printing had not been developed at that time as it is nows 

and even now condensing the entire 91d Testament, New Tosta= 

ment, snd Apocrypha into such a format would he quite an ac- 

complishnentt 

An interesting means wat employed to accomplish Spe 

Yhnenever a word occurs for the first time, it is written out 

in full: but whenever it occurs again in an immediate con= 

text, it is abbreviated with a signle initial. thus, for 

example, the neme for the Deity---"Bah" (dod), “iiospodin" 

  

.8. “anual, or the Kernel of the whole Holy Bible. The 
- sum of everything which God has I. revesled for men's faith. 
ff. handed down for their doing. IL. promised for their 
expectation. contained herein. Given to the remnants of His 
Czech Church in place of a new light to them as they still 
sit in darkness. In the year 1657." ; ‘ 
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(Jehovah), “Pén" (Lord)---appear in 2ull at tho first instance 

in a Psalns but each subsequent occurrence in the seme Psalm 

appears as “Bo", “He“, and "FP." ‘fhe text of the Bible is in 

paragraph fora, but the numeration of the verses is retained 

as in the Krelickae 

With this the Czech exiles had to content themselves. 

Those were hard deve for the people of the Krealicks;: tho7z 

were hard davs for the language of the Kralicka, too. With 

the oceupation of Gohenla by the Society of Jesus---a state 

whnieh provailed until the disbanding of the Jesuits in 1775<<- 

s vigorous canpaign was begun against Protestantism and all 

that it represented. 

Yne of the targets of this canpaign wes, of course, the 

Bivle of Eralice. Refusing to let a Protestent translation 

ox the Bible serve as a paragon oF their literary style, 

the Jesuits used elther the German Llanguese or a Gzech which 

fell short of the classical Czech in the Kralicka. ‘the zeal 

of the Jesuite in destroying the “heretical” Hussite books 

aid a-characteristically thorough job of destroying the lan- 

mage as well, and Germen:repleced Szech as the common lan- 

guoze. Even the dames of Czech. society, who had previously 

doted on French language and literature, now discussed Wie-. 

Lena, Klopstock, Hagedorn, Rabener, Glein, and Kleist. 

  

9. Frantisek Martin Pelel, Geachishte der Deutschen und 
ihrer Sprache in Bohmen (1790); auoted by Jakubeo in Josef 
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Appropriate indeed is the name which this period bears 

in Czech history: "Témno", darkness. Religious intolerance 

and naticnal trial went hand in hand; with the exit of Pro- 

testantism, the Ozech language was also rapidly disappearing. 

But in 1781 Joseph If issued the fsmous dict of Tole- 

ration, which grented the Czechs permission to belong ts 

Protestant denominaticns, although the Brsthren and other 

Czech churches were still forbidden. 30 thorough had been 

the work of the Jesuits that only seventy thousand Protes- 

tants remained. Ten years later, in 1791, a chair of Czech 

language and literature was established at the University 
10 

of Praha. Of this a prominent Gzech scholar has saids 

We may regard the establishment of a chair of Czech 
at the Charles University 150 years ago as a great 
transformation in Czechoslovak cultural history. Al- 
though there were many barriers and difficulties in 
the way, the Czechs and Slovaks went forward from the 
close of the eighteenth century to liberty and to uni- 
fication in one state. Our dear and gracious mother- 
tongue, about whose fate Comenius had been worried, 
was saved from extirpation and ruin, and blossomed 
beautifully. 

  

Hanug, Jan Jakubec, Jan Machel, and Jaroslav Vicex, Literatura 
Ceska Devatenacteho Stolet{ (Praha, 1911), Ch. IV, "“Uvédomo- _ 
vani Narodnosti", pp. 206-97. Pelcl attributes the Germani- 
gation to three causes: to the work of the Jesuits, who wrote 
in Germans to the great prosress of German literary work in 
that period; and to the schools, which, from the university 
down, used German as the official language. 

10. Otakar Odlozilik, Vzkrisent Materstin (New York, 1941), 
pp. 17-18. This was a lecture Which Prof. daLosiitk delivered 
at Columbia University'on the one hundred and fiftieth anni- 
versary of the event.
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Joseph's action gave the impetus to a Gzech renaissance, 

whose leader was Josef Dobrovsiry. He attempted a return to 

the Czech language and a gradual but certain purging of the 

serman and Latin elements which hed come ine As a substitute 

and antidote, he advocated a return to the other Slavonic 

“dialects”, as :e chose to call them, for words, phrases, 

and constructions. In Dobrovsky!s theugns the Bible assumed 

a significant role. Although he himself was not exactly an 

orthodox Christian---in fact, if we are to believe some autho- 

rities, he was a dsist---he had spent much time on the Bible 

in its various Slavonic versions; evidence for this are his 

extensive researches in this filold, alluded to in a previous 

chapter. He therefore wanted the Gzech people to buy Hibles, 

even from Berlin if ieasanasyece 

Thus since Dobrovsky's day, too, the Bible of Kralice 

has been a symbol of the glory of another day and at the 

same time 2 promise that this language would one day have 

free course again. Many Czechs forsook Christianity; under 

the leadership of men like Vojta Napratek, they left behind 

them the religion of their youth. Sut somehow they held on 

to the Kralicka for national, if not for religious reasons. 

It remained for them, ss for Thomes Masaryk, “a daily national 

and political memento. " 

  

11. Jan Jakubec in Hanus and others, op. cit., p. 178.
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Thus far we have spoken only of Bohemia and of the place 

which the Kralické has occupied in its history. our atudy 

has not yet touched upon tho other large component part of 

Czechoslovekia, Slovakia. 

It may be said with all safety that the Kralicka has 

been as importers in the life of the Slovaks as it has in 

the history of their brethren on the other side of the Ho- 

rava. ‘Thus it has formed---and forms to this day---an impore 

tant cultural link between these two branches of the dze- 

choslovak nation: and thers isa close parallel between its 

prestige in Slovakia and the course cf Czechoslovak cultural 

unity. 

when were the first contacts between the Czechs and 

the Slovaks? The two had been united in Samo's kingdom of 

the seventh century and later on in Panonia, the Great HMora- 

virn Empires in the latter, Cyril and Method had been active. 

Their translation of tho Bible had set the criterion for the 

so-called Church Slavonic. In this language there are nuner-=- 

ous Czechoslovak elements, and it was the official Language 

of the church in Czechoslovekia till some time before the 
12 

beginning of the "modern" period of European history. 

  

12. More recent scholarship has begun to doubt the degree 
of Czechoslovak elements in the Church Slavonic. So Milos 
Weingart, "Pojem cirkeyvnej] slovanciny a jej yyznem pre Slo- 
vanoy, obaviaste pre Cechov a Slovakov" in Jan Stanislav (ed.), 
Risa Velkomoravska (Praha, 1955), pp. 453-71. Stanislav him-



The first independent contacts between the Czechs and 

Slovaks can be placed at the beginning of this “modern" 

period, which found one of its first expressions in the Hus- 

site revolt. For the Hussite armies---as srmies have almost 

inevitably, though often unwittingly done---formed a bridge 

between the two peoples. It is, of course, rather difficult 

to measure the impact of the Hussite movement upon Slovakia. 

But an impact there was; ci’ that we may be sure. Une 

leader of the Hussite armies was, for instance, Jan Jiskra, 

described by Aeneas Sylvius Piccolomini (Pope Pius ii) as 

“a distinguished man and no little adornment to our ege." 

From ce 1440 to c. 1462 Jiskra ruled in Slovakia as a nation- 

al hero after he had successfully resisted the Turk. His 

warriors brought the teachings of Hus with them, and it was 

only natural for their emphasis on personal freedom in reli-g 

gious matters to have an influence upon the Slovaks. ‘sith 

a growth in their prestige came also a gradual, though uncon- 

scious infiltration of their views and eventually even of 
13 

their language into Slovak life. 

  

self has collected much of the evidence on both sides of the 
question in his study, “Dnesny stav otazky ceskoslovensicych 
prvkov v staroslovienskych pamiatkach", ibid., pp. 491-532. 

13. I have taken this material largely from the excellent , 
article by Julius Botto, “Jan Jiskra na Slovensku", Slovenske 
Pohiady, XXI (1901), pp. 261-300, and’have held to Botto's 
views despite Jozef Skniltety's negative critique, "Jan Jiskra 
a cesky jazyk na Slovensku", ibid., pp. 356-435. ' 
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Other factors must also come into consideration. ‘In 1348 

Charles IV founded the Czech University in Praha, and many 

Slov«ks studied there as well ar at other Gzech schools, 

bringing Czech ideas and the Czech language home with cece 

The degree of contact between Czech and Slovak even before 

that time is apparent fram yet snother angie: the study of 

comparative Fete Now aes And ancient records bear testimony 

to the early use of Czech as an officisl languase in Slova- 

kia. The Gzech contained some Slovak elements, but it was a 

Czechoslovak language nevertheless. As much is this the case 

that some scholars feel bound to hold that the Czechoslovak 
16 

had always been official in Slovakia. The only factor 

  

14. The roster of studente from Hungary (mostly Slovaks, 
since the Hungarians attended Heidelberg and similar Reformed 
institutions) in attendance at the University of Wittenberg 
1557-1610 reveals that of them almost 109 hed studied in Bo-= 
hemia, either at the University or some other Czech school. 
Tne manuel of the rectorate at the University of Praha con- 
tains the names of 54 Slovak students. Some of them remained 
in Prahes as teachers, thus cgntributing to the mutual Cze= 
choslovak culture. J. Novotny, Strednfi Slovensko. Kulturne- 
historicke Kapitoly (Praha, 1937), I, pp. 150-56. 

15. For instance, there is the very close relation between 
Gzech and Slovek folk-esongs, as pointed out by Prof. Jirt 
Horak: "Testimony to a deep internal Czechoslovak unity are, 
among other proofs, hundreds of songs which are the conmon 
property of both branches of our nation." Numerous examoles 
follow, "Notes" to Vybor ened Poezie Tudovej (‘Turcian- 
sky Svaty Martin, 1988) IT SB), Ll, pe 147. 

, £6. See the presentation of Samo Gzambel, pris vice k_deji- 
nam _jazvka _slovenskeho (Liptovsky Svaty Mikulas, 1857): an 
example from the city book of Rajca, dated 1465, in Stefan 
Kromary; Prehiad cee slovenskej literatury a vzdelanosti 
(TurGiansky sv. Martin, 1920), p. 19. the latter viey men- 
tioned above is argued by Milan Hodza, Geskoslovensky Rozkol 
(Turclansky Sv. Martin, 1920), pp. 39-55.



which prevented stiil closer harmony between the Czechs and 

the Slovaks was the religious issue: practically all the Slo- 

vaks were still Gatholics, and were bound by their sith to 

stand apart from the "unelean thing", vize, the Hussites. 

All of this was changed by Luther's Heformation. Almost 

immediately Slcvakie, too, aecepted the messianic message 

from across the Rhine, und by the lutter half of the six- 

teenth century the church of the Augsburg Confession had 

taken great strides forward in Wiswetaek, Hussite warriors 

had planted, the secede of individual freedom: Luther had 

watered with his doctrine of the universal priesthood of 

bellovers. And God gave the increase. 

That incredse was the Bible of Kralice. Of course, cer- 

tain Czech trans, uitions of the Scriptures had talren nold even 

before 16935 ‘But with the publication of the Kralicka end 

with the emigration of the Czech exiles mentioned carlier 

in this chaoter, all of Protestant Slovakia began to read 

and to use this masterpiece of their mutual literature. Had 

not Jesensky, one of the translators, been a Slovak? 

17. Cf. on-this period J. Borbis, PEP oraruigs onemuthe: 
rische Kirche Ungarns (Nordlingen, 1861), po. 3-30. Novotny 
‘ofters. supplementary material on the beginnings, op. cit., 
I, pe 131. Seo also Luther's letter of April 21, 44, Ste 
Louis, XXIb, 2970-71, and Molenchthon's pessimistic letter 
of May 25, 1550, Cornus Keformatorum, VII, 602. 

18. Iudovit Novak, “Cestina na Slovensku a vznik spisovnej 
‘Llovenske Pohlady, LIV (1938), p. 169. slovenciny", 5. : 
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Coming as it did at this decisive time of Slovak history, 

the Bible of Kralice was bound to assume a commanding place 

in Slovakia very quickly. And a few years later another 

masterpiece appeared which firmly established the language 

of the Kralicka in the Slovak Protestant mind, namely, the 

justly famous Cithara Sanctorum of Jiri Tranovsky, published 

in 1636. This hymnal---still in use today, though! in modified 

form---employed the language of the Bible of Kralice. and 

thus the two books, the Bible and the hymnal, cemented the 

Czechs and the Slovaks religiously and politically. ‘Their 

political significance is apparent even today; Dr. Jozef Luka- 

sek says: “Next to the Bible of Kralice, the Cithara became 

the most widely-spread book...."hat does Tranovsky mean for 

us today? There are three hundred years between us, but the 

divinely gifted poet speaks to us even today. Bohemia, liora- 

vin, Silesia, and Slovakia are united by our ehanovaeg ine 

But all was not sweetness and light for the Kralicka, 

for the faith it represented, and for the language whose cri- 

terion it had become. For not all of Slovakia had as yet 

become Protestant. Still very active in the Slovak lands was 

the Roman Catholic Church, especially the Jesuit order. Estab- 

  

19. In his essay, "gard T¥anovsky na Moravé a Segkoslovenské 
cirkevnf .a kulturni vznjemnost" in Samuel | St. -Osusky (ed.), 

Tranovskeho Sbornik (Liptovsky Sv. Mikulas, 1936), pe 99.
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lishing themselves in the city of Trnava (known later on as 

"the Slovak Rome"), the Jesuits began their counter-reforma- 

tory campaign. As always, one of their prime means was lite- 

ratures; and for their polemical material they went not to 

Bellarmin and other leaders in Germany, France, and Italy, 

but to the Czech Jesuits! They took the Czech books and 

practically reprinted them. One of the first books of this 

type was a Catholic confession printed in Trnava in nea 

But in this book, and increasingly as the a5 went on, 

the transliteration was not completes; and almost from the 

beginning, Slovak dialect-sounds entered the publications of 

the Trnava Jesuits. And what else could be expected? The 

paragon of literary style at that time was the Bible of Kra- 

lice, a Protestant publication} Though they conformed at 

first to the style of the Kralicka, the Jesuits gradually 

introduced Slovak elements into the language. 

By this beginning was precipitated a movement whose end 

is not yet in sight. The revolt against the language of the 

Bible of Kralice has appeared in various forms among the Slo- 

vaks. Another manifestation, a full century after Trnava's 

  

20. Still the most satisfying study on the whole question 

of the counter-reformation in Trnava is that of Jaroslav Vl= 

cek, “Stara katolicka literatura trnavska", which originally 
appeared in the eighteenth volume of the Slovenske Pohiady. 

It was reprinted in a collection of Vicek's essays, entitled 

Slovensku (Turciansky Sv. Martin, 1952), pp. SOU-S2.
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inauguration of the movement, was the work of Father Anton Ber- 

nolak. Born in 1762, Bernolak was naturally caught up in the 

spirit of his time. In all the other sections of the Conti- 

nent, nations were beginning to wake up to an awareness of 

their nationhood. ‘To this trend in Western European thought 

Jozef Skultéty attributes Bernolak's navcltiya And although 

it cannot be doubted that the awakening of nationalism all 

over Europe did have an influence upon Bernolak, the careful 

student of Bernolak's psychology and of contemporary Slovak 

movements cannot, we feel, help agreeing with Milan Hodza's 
22 

analysis: 

ee.-the Counter-Reformation influenced us so much 
that Daniel Krman, Rakoczy's theoretician, or later 
on Palkovic and Tabliec could not have saved the mor-= 
al value of the Czechoslovak religious tradition of 
the sixteenth century. With this spiritual separa- 
tion the Czechoslovak s sm really began. Bernolak 
was only the form instrument: of this revolution. 

Hodza's thesis is substantiated by the fact that the 

“society which carried on Bernolak's tradition, the "Slowen- 

ské Ucené Towarysstwo" (Slovak Learned Society), was con- 

posed largely of Roman Catholics. This organization was 

  

21. Sto Dvadsatpat Rokov zo Slovenského %ivota 1790-1914 
(Turciansky Sv. Martin, 1920), pp. fe ; 

22. Geskoslovensky Rozkol, p. 74. The late Dr. Hodza's 
brilliant analytic and synthetic treatment of the Los-von- 

Prag~-Bewemung in Slovak thought as a manifestation o e 

reactionary spirit in Slovakia has never been equalled, po- 

litical developments to the contrary since that time not- 
withstanding. (Italics in the quotation are Dr. Hodza's.) 
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founded in 1793 as an antidote to the lodges, which were gain- 

ing strength in Slovskia during that period. It was composed 

of 51 Catholic priests, 435 other Catholic clerics, 1% Catinolic 

Laymen---and one Lutheran Lpeieaaaias Taking all of these 

facts into consideration, one cannot resist a very natural 

conclusion: wishing to emancipate his people from the strongly 

Protestant tradition of Bohemia and from the literary domi- 

nation of that country's bible-translation, Anton Bernolak 

codified a dialect of Slovakia in his Granmaticn Slavica of 

1790 and set it up as a written Slovak tangas 

Bernolak's magnum opus beceme a part of history not long 

efter its publication, for he had made the mistake of choos- 

ing the wrong dialect ss the basis of the written Slovak. 

But the effect remained. A few years later the Slovak Pro- 

testants took over the movement for a Slovak literary lan- 

guage; and under fudevit Stir, M. M. Hodza, and J. M. Hurban, 

the central Slovak became the written language. We cannot 

go into their movement at this juncture; the ground has been 

thoroughly covered by Bishop Samuel St. Osusky in his three- 

volume Filosofia Sturovcov, though never in Inglish. 
  

~. 25. Andrej Mraz, Matica Slovenska v Rokoch 1863-1875 (Tur- 

Clansky Sv. Martin, 1955), pe 6. 
.24. This thesis, elaborated in greater detail on the Towa- 

rysstwo and on Bernolak's schooling, was the burden of my 

essay "ste Jedno Vyrocie", which was published in various 

Slovak periodicals in the fall of 1945. 
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Nevertheless, a few facts about the new movement deserve 

consideration. Significant, for example, is the fact that one 

of the leaders, J. M. Hurban, continued to use the language of 

the Kralicka: while editing Slovenske PohTady, a national and 

cultural periodical in the New Slovak, he began the publica- 

tion of Cirkevni Listy, a church journal, in the Czechoslovak 

loanguage. 

Hurban also continued to preach in the Czechoslovak, 

@s sermons reprinted in Cirkevni Listy show. Another Slovak 

national leader, Jan Kollar, who had strongly resisted the 

change from the Czechoslovak to the Slovak language, expressed 
25 

himself as follows in the preface to his sermons; 

As far as the style ond language of these ser- 
mons are concerned, the euthor has regarded it as 
a rule to use the Biblical language in church, bde- 
ing persuaded that among us Protestant Slovaks, 
Czechs and Moravians, only he preaches in an accep- 
table manner who uses the Biblical language; for 
our listeners, as zealous readers of the Holy Scrip- 
tures, not only understand the Biblical language 
perfectly, but often use it themselves. 

And even in America the early Slovak Protestant oteraymen 

preached in the language of the Bible of Kralice. 

  

25. Jan Kollar, Kazne a Keoi (Budapest, 1831), I, p. iv. 
26. With apologies for a-personal note, J might comment 

that my own grandfather, the Rev. Jan Pelikan, preached in 
Czechoslovak. I have compared some of his sermons and have 

found that he preached Czechoslovak from 1894 to at least | 
1905, two years after coming to America. His Christmas ser- | 
mon of 1906 is the first I have in Slovak, and his Easter 
sermon of 1905 the last in Czechoslovak. 

}
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In one place the Kralicka has remained unchallenged in 

Slovakia, on the Protestant lectern. In America as well as 

on the Continent, the Slovak Protestants have continued to 

use the Bible of Kralice in the service. Attempts have been 

instituted to get rid of the Kralicka and to substitute a 

Slovak bravananleney One translation of the entire Bible 

and at least one of the New Testament have appeared in Slo- 

vak. But these never gained acceptance---partly because of 

&ross mistranslations, partly for confessional reasons, partly 

because the sentiment of the people is still attached to the 

ancient Bible of Kralice. 

One fact stands sure: even today the Bible of Kralice 

is a powerful symbol of Czechoslovak unity. Unwilling wit- 

ness to this fact was the puppet Nazi government of “inde- 

pendent" Slovakia. News Flashes from Czechoslovakia under 

Nazi Domination brings the following report; 

Late in January, 1942, the general synod of the 
Evangelical Church, in Slovakia, was forced by the 
Nazis to abolish the use of the Biblical Czech lan- 
guage as the liturgical tongue in the Protestant 
churches. ‘The Nazis, who do not object to the use 
of Latin in the Catholic churches so long as lisgr. 

  

27. So, for example, Michal Bodicky, dean of the theologi- 
cal faculty of the University in Bratislava from 1920 to 1926, 

_ stated in his last official address that a translation of 

the Bible into Slovak “is my will and testament, which I re- 
commend that you younger men bring into reality." He writes 

of it in his autobiography, Rozpomienky a Pamati (Turciansky 
Sv. Martin, 19355), pe 564.
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Josef Tiso, president of the Nazi puppet government 
in Slovakia, is willing to cooperate with Hitler, 
nor to the use of the old Slavonic in the Orthodox 
churches, pointed out that the Czech language was 
unintelligible to the people....The real reason for 
this church reform was, of course, that the Czech 
language, which has been in use in Slovakian chur- 
ches for centuries, since the Reformation, served 
as a highly important culturel link between the 
Slovak and the Czech people. (#125.) 

This action was significant. For it showed the power- 

ful hold which the Kralicka and its language have upon the 

Slovak Protestant heart. No one knew this better than the 

puppets and their German masters; the eradication is the 

result of that knowledge, and at the same time a testimony 

to the Kralicka's influence three and a half centuries 

after its publication. 

And what of the future? This is hidden in the mystery 

which has always shrouded the things to come in darkness 

and fortunate inscrutability. The Slovak Protestants may 

choose to use some Slovak version of the Scriptures; who 

can tell? But the impact of the Kralické upon the Slovak 

mind, heart, and tongue will never be forgotten. | 

One word more remains to be said. Now and again through- | 

out this study we have touched on an aspect of the Kralicka's | 

influence which cannot be measured by graphs or cherts. We 

“ have mentioned here and there that there are subline truths 

  

28. Cf. also the Czechoslovak Ministry of Foreign Affairs 

book, Four Fighting Years (London, 19435), pe 70. 
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behind the flowing periods and carefully turned phrases of 

the Bible of Kralice. 

io treatment, however scholarly, can attempt to gauge 

that influence. It is not recorded in footnotes, but in the 

Book of Life. 

Such is our faith. It was from that faith that this study 

was written, from the faith that any. Bible, no matter what 

its translation, has a glory in ita bosom that transfigures 

you and me. 

This was the faith thet moved the translators to pub- 

lish the Kralicka. ‘This is the faith that has preserved 

the people of the Kralicka through the dark centuries. ‘The 

faith that the Bible is of God and that by contact with the 

word of the Bible men can gain knowledge of transcendent 

truth---in that faith is the spirit of the Kralicka, the 

future of the people of the Kralicka, and the last, best 

hope of earth. 
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